Anne Greco Crowned Homecoming Queen

Anne Louise Greco was crowned last night by Dr. Wendell M. Patton, President of High Point College, as the 1967 Homecoming Queen. Miss Greco was presented with a bouquet of roses from the Student Government Association by Miss Diane Holt, last year's Queen. Miss Greco, escorted by Ted Thomas, is a junior from Alexandria, Virginia. The remainder of the court was selected from students, faculty, administration, and Panther Club members to finance Davis's return. Contacted last week, following the meeting of the Student Legislature, Davis expressed his wish to return to High Point for Homecoming. Immediately following the conversation with Davis, Bruce Campbell, president of the freshman class, spearheaded the fund drive to finance Davis's plane fare and expenses. "Just everyone contacted was glad to learn that Davis is returning for Homecoming, and helped us with the fund drive," reported Campbell. Davis, victim of Carolinas Conference "five year rule," was declared ineligible to play basketball in the Carolinas Conference, in order to continue his collegiate basketball career he transferred to Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky., where he will be eligible to play ball in the 67-68 season.

Students Bring Davis Back For Homecoming

John Davis, former mainstay of the Panther basketball squad returned to HPC yesterday, for Homecoming activities. Sponsored by the Student Government Association, funds were collected from students, faculty, administration and Panther Club members to finance Davis's return. Contacted last week, following a meeting of the Student Legislature, Davis expressed his wish to return to High Point for Homecoming. Immediately following the conversation with Davis, Bruce Campbell, president of the freshman class, spearheaded the fund drive to finance Davis's plane fare and expenses. "Just everyone contacted was glad to learn that Davis is returning for Homecoming, and helped us with the fund drive," reported Campbell. Davis, victim of Carolinas Conference "five year rule," was declared ineligible to play basketball in the Carolinas Conference, in order to continue his collegiate basketball career he transferred to Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky., where he will be eligible to play ball in the 67-68 season.

Proposed Five-Day Week Now Awaiting Approval

A five-day academic week, proposed for the 1967 fall semester, is presently awaiting administrative approval. Having been accepted by a majority vote of the faculty, the five-day week must meet the demands of each department's curriculum before the administrative approval will be given. Claims for the delay rest in two areas: a department's ability to squeeze a six-day schedule into five days, and the disapproval of the length of class periods. The 50 minute class for all five days was voted down in favor of 30 minute classes on Monday, 45 minute classes on Tuesday, and 50 minute classes on Wednesday, Friday, and 75 minute classes on Tuesday and Thursday. Argumentation is made that beginning language classes and English composition classes cannot maintain high quality for the 75 minute periods. If conflicting aspects are worked out, approval would be given. President Patton, commenting on the proposal, stated, "I had expected approval by March, but Dean Cole feels it will be April due to departmental difficulties." "If the plan is approved, it will be a dry run on a tentative schedule for one year." "If it works, good; if it doesn't, we'll see". "Five day week plans have been tried at various institutions. In many places it has worked, but failure has been noted." Patton concluded.

Special Greetings

With this issue of The Hi-Po comes very special greetings to a very special group of friends, our Alumni. Homecoming is a big event on our campus because you make it so. You will find a warm and friendly welcome from students, faculty alike and a real desire to make your visit back a happy one. Please enjoy yourselves as you return old acquaintances, reminiscence, and re-trace steps of years gone by. Feel the excitement of competition as you watch the Panthers in action, and re-capture half-forgotten memories at the dances, remiscent, and re-trace steps of years gone by. Fell Homecoming is a big event on our campus because you make it to a very special group of friends, our Alumni. With this issue of The Hi-Po comes very special greetings following the conversation with Dr. Wendell M. Patton, President of High Point College.

February 18, 1967

Beauty Contest Proposals Made

In regular session of the Student Legislature, Dr. Carl Savery, director of College Relations, submitted proposals for the Miss Golden Decade Contest, scheduled to begin Feb. 15 and conclude March 1. The contest includes changes over last year, including the omission of the annual pageant. Nominations may be made by any campus organization. Nominees will then face a "final selection panel" composed of three members of the Student Government Association and two members of the faculty. Candidates will be considered on the basis of attractiveness, academic proficiency, campus leadership, personality, and ability to express herself in public. The contestant chosen as Miss Golden Decade will represent High Point College at various civic and cultural events during 1967. She will be provided with a wardrobe, crown, and scepter. Each member of the "Golden Court" will receive medals in recognition of their participation in the contest. In recent years the Golden Decade Contest has replaced the Miss High Point College Contest as a means of involving students in the Golden Decade Program.
'What's It To Ya' Set as Theme For Religion in Life Week

"What's It To Ya'? will be the theme for Religion in Life Week, scheduled for March 6, 8, 9, and 10. Hurrying to make preparations, committee chairman is planning three days in which students of High Point College will have an audience to think of religion and life. Religion Committee, in an assembly will feature Elmer Hall, assistant chaplain at Duke University. He will lecture on the theme and will officially begin the week.

That afternoon at 3 p.m., a tea will be held at the Carolina Center in order to give the student body an opportunity to meet Mr. Hall. Mr. Hall graduated from IPC in 1959. He was a member of Delta Sigma Pi. Fraternity, a member of the Order of the Lighted Lamp, and editor of The Hi-Po. Since his graduation, Mr. Hall has served two years in the mission field in Malaysia, received a B. D. degree from Duke University, served as pastor at several churches, and became assistant chaplain at Duke.

To continue the program for March 8, the tea, Ms. LaSpada, will be presented in Memorial Auditorium at 7:15 p.m.

Women students will conclude the day with a Coffee House to be held in the Women's dormitory. At the gathering, the featured short film, The Magician, will be presented.

Freshman Class Takes Action

Freshman Legislative Representative, Bill Ramsey, was removed from his seat in the student legislature by vote of the class Feb. 10.

Ramsey, as reported by The Hi-Po, had missed three consecutive meetings of the Student Legislature. According to the "Rules of Order" of the Legislature, any representative missing three consecutive meetings is subject to expulsion. In its meeting of Feb. 8, the Student Legislature discussed the matter. However, for lack of a motion that Ramsey be removed, the meeting adjourned without action.

Meeting Friday morning, the freshmen who removed Ramsey from his seat. Contacted for comment, Ramsey expressed disappointment that the legislature did not conduct him with its dissatisfaction of his absence in the meeting.

Regular Ramsey as representative is Martha Brooks.

The order of the day, of course, is to make up the lost time. John Keats and Bill Hording (shown upside down) demonstrate the "Y" for victory.

Boys Join Squad

Junior Bill Hardon and freshman John Keats, who were chosen as cheerleaders, will add vocal depth and enthusiasm to the cheerleading squad for the remainder of the basketball season.

It had been suggested to the squad earlier in the season that a couple of male cheerleaders were needed. Male voices add extra vim and vitality to any cheering section.

The men were selected on the basis of their ability, pep, and loud voices. Harding and Keats are required to attend all practices with the cheerleaders in order to work up routines.

At the games they will wear white jeans or slacks, a High Point College shirt and tennis shoes.

In spite of the Panther's misfortune this season, the college is still full of spirit.

The Order of the Lighted Lamp Inducts 9 Seniors, 6 Juniors


"Residents, Make Choice In Women's Dormitory

Members of the Women's Dormitory Council for 1967-68 were elected Feb. 9.

Junior Ann Neese, this year's vice president, was elected as president. Sophomore Barbara Peterson, a freshman representative this year, was elected as vice president. The vice president serves as overseer to the freshmen dorm representatives and lives in Woman's Hall.

Other officers for 1967-68 are: Junior Donna Sheild, corresponding secretary; sophomore Kathy Hayman, secretary; and sophomore Mary Jo Hall, treasurer.

Head proctors are sophomores

Job Nearly Done

Laboring continuously, workmen are rushing to meet the July 1 deadline of the new science building.

Though the structure is to be completed in July, a few additional elements will not be added in all areas till September. Fairly new equipment in the old science building will be transferred as soon as construction permits.

The new dorm council members are as follows: (1 to r) Alice Thompson, Judy Parker, Barbara Peterson, and Ann Neese.

Hi-Po Staff Meeting

Staff members of The Hi-Po will meet in the basement office of Harrison Hall every Saturday afternoon beginning Feb. 20.

Rare Books Being Collected

High Point College students now have the opportunity to submit suggestions for books to make up a rare book collection which will be kept in Winston-Salem, available to IPC students at any time.

It is the hope of Dr. Thomas D. B. that any student interested in special subjects, or who has read novels, according to Dr. Thomas D. B., the collection should be a part of the library.

The suggestion of the rare book collection came through the meeting of the Committee on Library Affairs at the Piedmont University Center of North Carolina.

The purpose of this meeting was to encourage the buying collection of books and periodicals available to college students in the area without the expenses which individual colleges could not afford.

Tryouts Set For 'Gideon'

Tryouts for the play "Gideon" will be held at High Point Community Theatre, Bob Hope Auditorium, Sunday, March 12 beginning at 2 p.m.

"Gideon" is a Chelsea play based on the Old Testament character.

This play will be produced by the High Point Community Theatre. It is definitely a good opportunity for any student interested in drama, according to Dr. Charles E. Mounts.

The Community Theatre's recent production, "Bridge Over Troubled Water," by Arthur Miller is considered to be one of the most successful and best attended productions, according to Dr. Mounts.

Order of the Lighted Lamp Inducts 9 Seniors, 6 Juniors

The Order of the Lighted Lamp is an honor society organized in 1936 to promote higher standards among the student body. To be eligible a person must be a Junior or Senior with a 1.5 average after attending High Point College for five semesters and must have made outstanding contributions to the religious and extra-curricular activities on the campus.

The Order of the Lighted Lamp is an honor society organized in 1936 to promote higher standards among the student body. To be eligible a person must be a Junior or Senior with a 1.75 average after attending High Point College for five semesters and must have made outstanding contributions to the religious and extra-curricular activities on the campus.

The Order of the Lighted Lamp is an honor society organized in 1936 to promote higher standards among the student body. To be eligible a person must be a Junior or Senior with a 1.75 average after attending High Point College for five semesters and must have made outstanding contributions to the religious and extra-curricular activities on the campus.

Homecoming Schedule (Feb. 18, 1967)

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18 - 11:00 - 5:30 p.m. Alumni Registration, Student Center

11:00 - 12:00 p.m. Loyalty Fund Meeting for Area Chairman, Martha Brooks, Head proctors are sophomores: Shirley Yoe, Nancy Nash, Robert Decker, Judy Hall, and Linda Swarm.

"Residents, Make Choice In Women's Dormitory

Members of the Women's Dormitory Council for 1967-68 were elected Feb. 9.

Junior Ann Neese, this year's vice president, was elected as president. Sophomore Barbara Peterson, a freshman representative this year, was elected as vice president. The vice president serves as overseer to the freshmen dorm representatives and lives in Woman's Hall.

Other officers for 1967-68 are: Junior Donna Sheild, corresponding secretary; sophomore Kathy Hayman, secretary; and sophomore Mary Jo Hall, treasurer.

Head proctors are sophomores

Judy Parker and Alice Thompson, Sophomore Cheryl Johns will make a brief appearance on the campus.

Tape Recorder Runs Chimes

To each RFC student, the chimes heard at noon and 6 p.m. are as much a part of campus life as sandwiches on Tuesday.

Yet few students have any knowledge of the source of the carillon. Repeating in a small echo chamber Roberts Hall is a grey companion of sound equipment.

The main mechanism of the chimes is a tape recorder system. In this by means that melodies are amplified over the campus.

Not all of the sound is taped. Across from the machines is a miniature key board. By means of this key board, the chimes may be manually operated.

On the day of graduation, Miss Ernestine Fields, an educator in the Fine Arts Department, once sat in the lower and played before the commencement, according to Mr. Wesley Gaynor, bursar and main of the chimes. No one has played the chimes in sometimes, but the job is open.

Mr. Gaynor has many memories of the chimes. Once in the dead of night, the chimes pealed forth with a melancholy rendition of "Little Brown Jug."

Even this year, there was an incident when "Nearer My God to Thee" was played to the middle of 1 p.m. chimes.

Though the machine may break down on occasion, High Point College still depends on the clocked chimes to keep track of time.
Former Graduate Remembers When

"Ah yes! High Point College," quipped the wiry, white-haired gentlemoan, a retirant smile lingering upon his lips, a nostalgic gleam in his eyes.

"I hear she's done well for herself what with this Golden Decade program and all," commented J. Marshall Swanson, principal of Halifax County High School, Candeville, Va.

"Tell me, is McCalloch Hall still there?" he queried. "How well I remember the schemes Murray Martin, Phyllis Bighams, Beardy Hamelt and myself used to concoct behind those closed doors that spring we were freshmen."

"This was the time HPC made state wide headlines, it seems a cow had mysteriously gotten into the auditorium, and greeted the students with bellowes of protest as they filed in for required daily chapel one morning. I expect Dr. Andrews, president of the college, could have bellowed louder right then, if decorum hadn't prevented him, of course."

According to Swanson, the HPC of '67 was a pioner in American higher education but with three buildings situated in open field with no trees, no lawn and no sidewalks it was a closeknit group though, remembers Swanson. "Most of the faculty lived either on campus or close by and probably their personal interest in student body members is what bound us so closely."

"Why I even remember walking by an open door in the dorm one evening and there was Dr. Lindsey, a professor of religion and education, teaching some man'ssmance with Dwight Hearne."

The HIR principal recalls strong spirit between students too. When Charlie Brookes wasn't guaranteeing with his latest rendition of the Charleston, Swanson was being praised by the guys for finding Mr. Yarborough after a midnight raid on Moralee's Alkali Kitchen.

Swanson remembers the highlight of that year to be the battle of the snowball, when the sophomore class painted the sophomore's "29" on the top of the stack, but the frosh, not to be outdone, painted not only a shiny "29" on the "28" sign but also a bold "29" on the front highway.

"Why the battle got so fierce," says Swanson, "that before the campus publication, The Torch, edited by Emma Louise Whalen, got out, black and white paint had been thrown up to '28 three successive times."

---

By RANDY BALL

Dr. Underwood Uses Unusual Classroom Skills

The American college student learns to write near-perfect sentences as far as punctuation goes, but with little thought or content, Dr. Underwood said, "I can't see that; the student who knows and understands how to punctuate well, writes well."

A number of students, predominately sophomores and juniors, have been writing complaints about a certain course, "Survey of World Literature." "Too much material, too little time," seems to be the problem according to the students. Dr. Underwood said that the real problem is in the teaching of the course. If the student learns one third of the material, he has accomplished more than if he tried to cover all the material he has at his disposal.

In opposition to a rather prevalent teaching method, "if I don't make someone laugh, someone squirm, someone turn red behind the ears, I haven't completed my day," states Dr. Underwood. He said that the teachers' responsibility is to make the student become interested in the material. Conversation, rebellious, and questions are his main tools in making the student think.

Of a student's figuratively "cutting" his teacher during class, "I don't mind it; I like it! It shows that the student is thinking. Besides, he knows I'll get him back." He added his revenge is always in verbal form.

During the Christmas vacation Dr. Underwood traveled to England to compile and write a book concerning the English poet, Henry Auden. The Carnegie Foundation presented Dr. Underwood with a grant to compose the work.

---

Dr. Sam Underwood points out an important meeting of the English Club to his students.

During an interview last week, Dr. Sam Underwood, Chairman of the English Department at High Point College, expressed his desire to jerk people from a high school ingrained impression that the English language is a fixed, static combination of words and ideas that remain unchangeable and "so much depends on the teacher," in making the student realize this.

To an often-heard argument that the student realizes this.

---

By JIM COSTEN

Delta Tau Alpha

ZETA TAU ALPHA

DELTA GAMMA

---

Dr. Underwood said, "I can't show you the way to go."

A number of students, predominantly sophomores and juniors, have been voicing complaints about a certain course, "Survey of World Literature." "Too much material, too little time," seems to be the problem according to the students. Dr. Underwood said that the real problem is in the teaching of the course.

If the student learns one third of the material, he has accomplished more than if he tried to cover all the material he has at his disposal.

In opposition to a rather prevalent teaching method, "if I don't make someone laugh, someone squirm, someone turn red behind the ears, I haven't completed my day," states Dr. Underwood. He said that the teachers' responsibility is to make the student become interested in the material. Conversation, rebellious, and questions are his main tools in making the student think.

Of a student's figuratively "cutting" his teacher during class, "I don't mind it; I like it! It shows that the student is thinking. Besides, he knows I'll get him back." He added his revenge is always in verbal form.

During the Christmas vacation Dr. Underwood traveled to England to compile and write a book concerning the English poet, Henry Auden. The Carnegie Foundation presented Dr. Underwood with a grant to compose the work.

---

Dr. Sam Underwood points out an important meeting of the English Club to his students.

During an interview last week, Dr. Sam Underwood, Chairman of the English Department at High Point College, expressed his desire to jerk people from a high school ingrained impression that the English language is a fixed, static combination of words and ideas that remain unchangeable and "so much depends on the teacher," in making the student realize this.

To an often-heard argument that the student realizes this.

---

By RANDY BALL

Dr. Underwood Uses Unusual Classroom Skills

The American college student learns to write near-perfect sentences as far as punctuation goes, but with little thought or content, Dr. Underwood said, "I can't see that; the student who knows and understands how to punctuate well, writes well."

A number of students, predominately sophomores and juniors, have been writing complaints about a certain course, "Survey of World Literature." "Too much material, too little time," seems to be the problem according to the students. Dr. Underwood said that the real problem is in the teaching of the course. If the student learns one third of the material, he has accomplished more than if he tried to cover all the material he has at his disposal.

In opposition to a rather prevalent teaching method, "if I don't make someone laugh, someone squirm, someone turn red behind the ears, I haven't completed my day," states Dr. Underwood. He said that the teachers' responsibility is to make the student become interested in the material. Conversation, rebellious, and questions are his main tools in making the student think.

Of a student's figuratively "cutting" his teacher during class, "I don't mind it; I like it! It shows that the student is thinking. Besides, he knows I'll get him back." He added his revenge is always in verbal form.

During the Christmas vacation Dr. Underwood traveled to England to compile and write a book concerning the English poet, Henry Auden. The Carnegie Foundation presented Dr. Underwood with a grant to compose the work.

---

Dr. Sam Underwood points out an important meeting of the English Club to his students.

During an interview last week, Dr. Sam Underwood, Chairman of the English Department at High Point College, expressed his desire to jerk people from a high school ingrained impression that the English language is a fixed, static combination of words and ideas that remain unchangeable and "so much depends on the teacher," in making the student realize this.
Dear Sir:

It is appalling to us to learn that a college is capable of arrogating to itself, per se, the right to violate our personal freedom and choice, without any personal responsibility for what has happened, and thereby destroy property.

Respectfully yours,

[Signature]

[Address]

---

The Governor's speech surprised many with its progresiveness. One observer noted that it sounded like something Richard Nixon prayer would have said in the 1964 primary. Preyer was Moore's liberal opponent in 1964. Moore proposed several encouraging points. One specific point worth praising was his request that cross-burning be made legal.

---

The reason—lack of appropriated funds.

Yet Moore blindly tells that N.C. ranks third in the nation in per capita tax money spent on education. He doesn't admit that others are spending more dollars while we sit back and shut our eyes to avoid seeing our backsiding.

---

By RALPH HOAR

To many returning alumni High Point College will seem a changed place. Indeed JPC has changed considerably in its 12 years of existence.

In fact, judging by information given in some of the old college catalogues, many alumni may not even recognize the place. In the 1929 High Point College Catalogue, for example, there was no special college for women, whereas today Men and Women. It is the purpose of the college to direct and control the social life of the students so as to foster a natural, wholesome attitude between the sexes.

At certain hours, known as social hours, the young men are at liberty to visit in the sitting room of Woman's Hall. While the young men are encouraged to have a good time together, these hours are always personally chaperoned by the Dean of Women. Social relations between young men and young women are strictly forbidden at all other times.

It is the purpose of the Dean of Women to look after each young woman's welfare and safety. She is looked after in the most particular home. Therefore, no young woman is allowed off campus at any time without her permission, and rules concerning shopping, picture shows, visiting and car riding with anyone without a chaperone is forbidden at all times.

---

The State of the State

'Barely Above Water'

By BILL MCMHNS

Last week when Dan K. Moore appeared before the newly-constituted North Carolina General Assembly for his 'State of the State' message. The Governor's speech surprised many with its progresiveness. One observer noted that it sounded like something Richard Nixon prayer would have said in the 1964 primary. Preyer was Moore's liberal opponent in 1964. Moore proposed several encouraging points. One specific point worth praising was his request that cross-burning be made legal.
The Editor's Mail

Dear Sir:

In the letter in the famed “James Hodges,” alleged Hi-Po Point citizen who apparently fail- ed to understand the importance of his condemnation of HPC with his real name, I wish to express my disdain for your lack of comprehension of the school of art. In another instance, when another “HPC” was accused of making a false statement about the school’s financial situation, the student was called a “false prophet.”

I seem to understand that in an age when people are so scientifically advanced, they would also be scientific about their pleasure.

Tal Sisk

Editor’s Chair

By DAVID DORSEY

Senior Requests Edifice for Campus Victory Bell

As a student who has enjoyed the educational experience at HPC, I would like to address the students and faculty members who are involved in the decision-making process regarding the construction of a new bell tower. The tower itself is larger than the one currently in existence, and the contractor who erected the original tower was asked to do so.

The tower would be approximately 10,000 square feet, and it would be built in time for next year’s commencement exercises. If all goes well, the new tower would be completed by the fall semester.

The SIgnificant Mounting for the victory bell is shown to the left, as compared to the present froil, metal bell housing on the right. The tower itself is larger than the one currently in existence, and the contractor who erected the original tower was asked to do so.

The tower would be approximately 10,000 square feet, and it would be built in time for next year’s commencement exercises. If all goes well, the new tower would be completed by the fall semester.

The SIgnificant Mounting for the victory bell is shown to the left, as compared to the present froil, metal bell housing on the right. The tower itself is larger than the one currently in existence, and the contractor who erected the original tower was asked to do so.

The tower would be approximately 10,000 square feet, and it would be built in time for next year’s commencement exercises. If all goes well, the new tower would be completed by the fall semester.

The SIgnificant Mounting for the victory bell is shown to the left, as compared to the present froil, metal bell housing on the right. The tower itself is larger than the one currently in existence, and the contractor who erected the original tower was asked to do so.
Interviewing members of the faculty that once trod upon the High Point College "mud" as members of the student body proved to be a rather enlightening experience. Smiles flickered as the past students were summoned from the depths of reminiscence.

DON DRAPEAU: "The thing that I remember the most is sleeping out on the front lawn of McColloch Hall because of the unbelievably poor living conditions (things like not having doors, floors, shower curtains... on weekends we couldn't have toilet paper because it had inevitably run out). I don't know if I should say this, but I will. We had a problem of no hot water, Our (then male) dorm counselor gave a demonstration (in the auditorium) of how to take a shower and conserve hot water." Why so hesitant? "The person is now a member of the faculty."

Mr. Drapeau commented upon the main change that he has observed. "The caliber of the student body has improved. Students are better prepared, the college more selective, College boards were not required when I was a student."

He cited a change in student emphasis: "The strongest student force then was Kappa Chi fraternity. It was composed of pre-ministerial students."

He was also struck by the fact that students now do not work as hard, that they are too caught up in extra-curricular activities. There was a more noticeable interest in student government when Mr. Drapeau was a student.

If extra-curricular activities were less frequent, they certainly were not lacking in originality. "There was a plague of setting the "Dumbster Dumpster" on fire. Night after night, the campus policemen were unfriendly in action with the High Point fire department. Small cars had a tendency to suddenly be misplaced, and had a habit of turning up in places like the top of the Robert's Hall steps."

Mr. Drapeau commented on a prank concerning a cow that occurred a bit before his time, and remarked that my source of information would be... HERMAN COLE: "Interrupt. Oh yes, the cow. Well, I found a huge milk cow by the stage in the old auditorium in Robert's Hall. (She really was gigantic) We had to blindfold her and push her down the flights of stairs (I wish you could have seen us maneuvering the corners)...afterwards, I was thinking of how on earth she got there."

Mr. Cole holds the rather special position of being the first ever to receive a degree from HPC, in addition, he was the first editor of the Student (which he named). He remembered sliding from building to building (all three) on wooden planks because the entire campus was a "mud mat."

The student body was composed of 132 people, and the first graduation class (of which he was salutatorian, and voted most original) was a thorugh of 15 individuals. He was able to remember the college in construction: "The individual rooms in McColloch went doorsless for quite a while... We didn't have sororities or fraternities at the time. Instead, everyone belonged to one of the four literary societies. There were two for the men, and two for the women."

He sighed, "I think the poor cow died as a result of the escapade... at least I heard she did."

WILLIAM COPE: Mr. Cope graduated in 1963, and he found his first year a rather strained situation for him. "I had been a student of Dr. Mathews, and Dr. LeVey, and suddenly I was on the other side of the fence. What I found the most difficult was finding former classmates in a new position as my students. I had to establish completely new relationships with them. Just imagine having to think a good body."

He finds our present student body less afraid to speak out and assert opinions. He denies any knowledge of pranks on the basis that a day student's comings and goings are to classes, although he did comment that the quality of the assemblies has changed very little ("I didn't like them then, either").

As did most of the faculty interviewed, Mr. Cope agreed with Mr. Drapeau that student quality is steadily increasing.

He is well pleased with the changes that have taken place: "At that time, there were no ambitious programs to improve the college, but at this time, I firmly believe that we are on the way toward being one of the major small institutions in the South."

DR. THACKER: "Student life is basically the same. Of course, the striking change in the college is the progression in size. Pranks? Well, it seems to me that one year around Halloween, an out-of-town mysterious appeared between Robert's Hall and the Student Center. I never did hear what happened to it."

LOUISE ADAMS: "You really ought to ask Mr. Yarbrough about the night he chased the phantom bell ringer. (She shrieked through all her memories, obviously relishing them)."

"Well, the bell started ringing in the middle of the night (the students couldn't get into the tower when they wanted), and when he went to investigate, not a student was in sight. He was dean of men at the time, and he made trip after trip up and down the stairs trying to find how it was being done. Someone had tied a string to the bell rope, rged the string around a tree, and ran it to one of the boy's dorm windows. They played a good long time in tune to Mr. Yarbrough's footsteps."

She remarked that the students now have much more spending money, and it takes more to entertain them. Her student body had very few cars, and school spirit was higher because the student boy was smaller and closer knit.

The student body felt twice as strongly about assemblies (they had them twice a week). "They were more devotionist. She yawned her opinion of the High Point football team. "I'd go to see an exciting game between California and Texas, and then it comes back and -well- I'd fall asleep."

"We had local instead of national sororities. Did you know they put a cow up in Robert's Hall?"

THE VILLAGE STORY"}

The vividness, the gaiety, the abandon that ought to go with beaches in any latitude. A zippered front, S,M,L, petite, or personal. The bright, bathing suit has low lean shorts and a bit of narrow-strapped bra. Sizes 6 to 14. Its hooded jacket has long skinny sleeves and a zipped front. S,M,L, Petite in moss green, navy, and white, printed with outspoken flowers in Pink, Green, or Blue.

The student body felt twice as strongly about assemblies (they had them twice a week). "They were more devotionist. She yawned her opinion of the High Point football team. "I'd go to see an exciting game between California and Texas, and then it comes back and -well- I'd fall asleep."

"We had local instead of national sororities. Did you know they put a cow up in Robert's Hall?"
Welcome Back Alumni

Win! Panthers Win!

Come By And Browse And Enjoy Our Refreshments

Sears

...where you find the latest in campus fashions!

For the latest styles in campus fashion, formal or casual, your new Sears will have it for you. In our fashion department for young men and women our fashions are designed especially for the college student on campus. We hope that you will agree that Sears Fashions are right for you. We invite you to look over our big selection with tremendous savings! Be seeing you soon!

Charge It on Sears Revolving Charge Account

Shop, Save now during the GRAND OPENING SALE

Tremendous buys and Fantastic Savings await you at Your New Sears Store. Come down soon and see for yourself what spectacular bargains we are offering!

Downtown High Point
101 S. Wrenn St.
Phone 885-4051
THE WAY IT LOOKED THEN...

Don Dropeau and Libby Graham (now Mrs. OtruytanV. appeared in "Guys and Dolls," a

Woman's Hall, in a sea of mud, as it appeared in 1927.

Students assembled in the auditorium in 1946 when it was in Roberts Hall. A language laboratory and classroom are there now.

Harrison Hall in the snow... 1946.
The first graduating class of High Point College, May 1927 includes (back row l-r) William Loy, Eugenia Williams, Jewel Hughes, Margret Perry, Alma Harrell, Herman Coble, (front row l-r) Flora Johnson, Ethel Blackwelder, May Frazier, Mabel Balch, Emma Whitaker, and Cellie Isley. Class mascot was Billy Houck. According to Mr. Herman Coble, now a member of the faculty, the first class had no caps and gowns. "We went to Salem College to borrow the gowns and that was where the picture was taken."

Wrenn Memorial Library had its foundations laid in 1937. Later that year it began to take shape.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following are stories which have appeared in The Hi-PO over the last 40 years. Both stories at the end are 40 years old, and because they are indicative of change at HPC, The Hi-PO staff felt they would be of interest to alumni and students.

Feb. 2, 1938

Panthers Smother Guilford

Last Saturday night on the local gym floor the present edition of the Puraps Panther basketball team pulsed the largest score ever made by a High Point team. The team won the game over the Guilford Quakers by the score of 90 to 12.

The Panthers were expected to give the Puraps more opposition than was experienced Saturday night. The Panthers have been very liberal in their giving. A group of friends of the college and business men in securing them as the first and best of City College's own high points.

Materials are still needed, but the value of the Panthers' contributions. Some Panther seniors have already given their best. A bronze tablet is to be placed in the gym next year.

Mar. 12, 1938

Fall on Third Attempt

The time was last Saturday afternoon about 4 o'clock. The competition had begun and High Point College's Rocketeers were eager to blast off on a third successful flight.

Several previous flights, the rocket had soared to heights of 2,000 and 2,500 feet. The first attempt had failed, and after some adjustments to the firing mechanism had been made, this time, the small aluminum rocket began a normal climb. It rose to a height of 411 feet and disappeared in the distance.

The HPC Rocketeers, Frank Harrison, S. A. Mattox and Harland Byer, have been working on the new flight. They are now preparing for the next test flight.

Colleges Swing

A new dance is sweeping out of the west today and making such a strong bid for national recognition that a motion picture will be made of it. The dance is called the "College Swing." It originated on the west coast and has spread to other parts of the country.

April 13, 1938

Sandburg Speaks In Lecture Series

"What do you know today, for sure? . . . Not a damn thing," quoted Carl Sandburg of some railway workers who spoke these words, and who furnished the theme for his talk to a large audience of students and townsmen last Friday in the chapel gym. This well-known poet and troubadour, the final and most interesting speaker of the Lyceum season, asked from the youth of today a spirit of inquiry.

Sandburg, who is a leading proponent of the "fireworks-raisers of goals, opened by saying that he was the young rather than the old and he stated that the youth of today should be inquisitive of everything, not accepting any man's opinions as being final, as all opinions were only assumptions. Conversely he thought that he had gained from his study of Lincoln'sLI觉得on this man's constant desire for fast concrete thought which the statement of today lies.

He then gave the ominous sounding that the European situation of today seemed to him as "a slight prejudice of violence for a far wider drama of violence," with two factions fighting for supremacy, one being democracy itself and the other fascism and democracy, revised through the compromises with the Turkied for example, the Fascists as democrats of America. The United States, wishing to keep out of this job, must isolate itself through an economic reorganization, with no foreign trade.

Sandburg ended his talk with stating that literature was directly concerned with the world situation. He advised youth in any study to be "restless for reality" to search for the truth.

Then in a musical, unrhymed voice, Sandburg read selections from his latest poems. He concluded by省市 a new ballad from a song collection, the mood which he considered "the only one I am sure of living — the one I didn't write," playing his guitar at the accompaniment.

May 21, 1932

Construction on Gym Started This Week

Work on the High Point College gymnasium, which is the class of its kind in the state among college gyms, has been begun. The gymnasium will be ready for their rockers to blast off on a third successful flight.

The HPC Rocketeers, Frank Harrison, S. A. Mattox and Harland Byer, have been working on the new flight. They are now preparing for the next test flight.

Beeesons's Hardware Company

"Your Sporting Goods Headquarters"

Professional Careers in Cartography

CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE

CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

Minimum 12 semester hours college credit including 3 hour college level math. The required math must include at least 2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, calculus, vector analysis, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for which these are prerequisites. Class must be acceptable. Training program. Open to men and women. Further information forthcoming on request.
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No Aeronautical Chart & Information Center
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February 18, 1967
High Point Traces Back To Yadkin

With the theory “that small villages, for a male school, are greatly preferable to large towns or cities and because a village presents fewer causes of diversion from study, fewer temptations to extravagance... and fewer temptations to dissipation” a sleepy community ten miles west of Lexington was chosen as the sight for Yadkin College.

An educational “mecca of the area’s Methodist Protestant Church,” the college was established in 1856. Z. H. Dixon, an early student of Yadkin, testified, “We did not have many frills and extracurricular activities, but we learned what we learned and did not indulge in sham and pretense. Yet the students were not all angelic. Such pranks as putting cows in the ‘college’ or tying them to the bell, stealing fruit and watermelons, waylaying and rocking belated lovers returning from calls on the pretty girls in the village and its environs were by no means unknown.”

Closed in 1861 when 60 of its 80 students left school to serve in the Confederate Army, it reopened its doors in 1867. In 1881 Yadkin became one of the first such schools in the South to become co-educational.

The remoteness of the college, earlier thought to be an asset, proved to bring the downfall of the college. In 1924 Methodists decided to abandon Yadkin College in favor of a new, more centrally located institution.

Today the two buildings, which at various times served as Yadkin College, are in a general state of decay. One is being used as a tobacco storehouse. The other, once an impressive three story structure, is now a mere pile of brick.

Yadkin College produced many leading citizens of North Carolina during the 19th and early 20th centuries. By the presentation of its bell to HPC, much of the Yadkin tradition was also transferred; tradition which has been all but forgotten.

Above is an artist’s conception of this building which was used from 1880-1924; below are its remains.

Once an impressive three-story structure, the second building which served as Yadkin College, now lies in ruin.
Gymnasium Facilities Cited as Inadequate

By LARRY WALL

Alumni' Gymnasium was built in 1957 and considered by many as being the most modern physical education facility in the area. The gym has hosted many events. Included are Amateur Athletic Union, (AAU) boxing matches, wrestling, intramural and intercollegiate athletics, and a full load of physical education activity courses.

In 1960 officials questioned how modern the gym facilities really were.

The gym floor was first to show signs of poor planning. When installing the floor there was not enough space allowed from the wood to the wall.

A two-inch space should have been left to allow for expansion. Excessive cold weather or dampness in the gym results in buckles. The buckles have gotten so bad that it is considered dangerous to play on the floor.

Workers have removed most of the larger bumps. Recently one student broke his knee and had to have an operation as a result of falling on the floor.

Several members of the basketball squad have complained of sore knees and two members have injured knee cartilage. It is believed that the injuries resulted from playing on the floor.

The floor is in such bad condition that something must be done immediately.

Reports indicate that there are plans to install a new gym floor by next September.

The classrooms are also faulty. At present there are only three lecture rooms. Teaching space poses a problem because there are 12 main theory courses being offered. The classrooms have no windows and only exhaust fans as means of ventilation.

Facilities for activity courses present yet another headache. The floor space of the gym does not allow many varied activities to be conducted simultaneously. For example, if the basketball team is unable to practice out of doors and an activity course is in the gym, where do they practice?

A larger hump is unable to practice out of doors and an activity course is in the gym, where do they practice?

Additional space is needed and also a partition dividing the court into sections. This would allow many activities to be held at the same time.

Another matter of concern is the wiring of the gymnasium. The exhaust fans, planted in the windows, cannot be run one at a time. If one fan is cut off, none of the rest will work. The same goes for the heating system. There are no windows that can be opened in the gymnasium.

The result? An even more unfair ruling that not only caused us to forfeit our six conference games, but also gave back our other eight non-conference games for being so "impudent."

Of course, the college will appeal once again at the league's annual May meeting, but this move has played into a few of the other team's hands.

HPC protested in an appeal to the commissioner, and a "select" Executive Committee.

The result? An even more unfair ruling that not only caused us to forfeit our six conference games, but also gave back our other eight non-conference games for being so "impudent."

For all practical purposes, the league is fully aware that a May decision in our favor, which will probably be the case, will not get the Panthers into the tournament if they should fall to go, and will have been completed two months previous.

The "Break up the Panthers" rally has finally come to a possible climax.

If the Carolina Conference could not beat the Panthers, they would at least sicken them by twisting concrete rules, made for good and fair sportsmanship, into a foul, dishonest farce.

What shall this unread delinquent be treated as?

Apparently never. The way Hawn and his conference make up their own rules to suit themselves, it may be just that... never.

HIGH POINT COLLEGE
HIGH POINT, N.C.

The Alpha Gams
say:
Winnie the Game
and
Pooh on the Bears

Pi Kappa Alpha
Best Wishes To
The Alumni

Pilot Life Insurance Company
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA

On the morning of January 25, a black cloud passed over High Point College. From that time on almost every action by the Panther basketball team resulted in total oblivion.

That certain Saturday morning, John Davis was notified by Conference Commissioner, Juby Hawn, that he had broken eligibility rules as stated:

"Section 6. No person shall represent any institution or institutions for more than four years of athletic competition with an institution of college rank."

High Point College officials conceded the validity of the error, which was the result of a Hawn by Bill Miller of Elon.

HPC officials also conceded that the Panthers should forfeit their last two games with Guilford and Elon Colleges. However, there seemed all the longer time Davis was ineligible.

Davis entered A & T College the fall quarter of 1958, then quit to join the armed forces in December, Davis spent three and one half years in the Army, and was discharged in 1961.

There's the rub.

Another conference rule also states:

"The times that men who leave college spend in the armed services of the United States shall not be counted as part of their five years of eligibility. But the time shall begin to count with the beginning of the semester or quarter immediately following the discharge or separation from the service."

Thus, from 1960 to 1964 constituted 4 years of John's allotment plus one half year at A & T College, leaving another one half year to be played at HPC.

But Commissioner Hawn failed to see things according to the rule. Hawn interpreted the rules by their "intention when written," and ruled that Davis was ineligible by the beginning of the fall semester, 1966. Another rule states Section 6: "Participation, however brief, during any college year in any regularly scheduled intercollegiate sport shall count as part of the four years of eligibility in that sport."

Now this is all very fine, except that Davis did not play any sports at A & T during his quarter there.

HPC protested in an appeal to the commissioner, and a "select" Executive Committee.

The result? An even more unfair ruling that not only caused us to forfeit our six conference games, but also gave back our other eight non-conference games for being so "impudent."

For all practical purposes, the league is fully aware that a May decision in our favor, which will probably be the case, will not get the Panthers into the tournament if they should fall to go, and will have been completed two months previous.

The "Break up the Panthers" rally has finally come to a possible climax.

If the Carolina Conference could not beat the Panthers, they would at least sicken them by twisting concrete rules, made for good and fair sportsmanship, into a foul, dishonest farce.

When shall this unread delinquent be treated as?

Apparently never. The way Hawn and his conference make up their own rules to suit themselves, it may be just that... never.
Panthers Host Bears
In Homecoming Tilt

By LARRY WALL

The number two ranked Carolina Conference power Lenoir Rhyne will bring a powerful quintet into Alumni gymnasium tonight in another "important" Conference battle.

An overflow homecoming crowd is expected to watch the Panthers make another bid to gain a berth in the annual conference tournament.

In a previous meeting between these two teams, the Bears defeated High Point in a 92-71 defeat.

Lenoir Rhyne stands 12-4 in conference play and boasts an 16-5 overall mark.

Lenoir Rhyne's R. D. Carson will be Bears' scoring threat. Carson leads his team in field goal accuracy and scoring in double figures.

The Bears' front court poses the greatest problem for the opposition. Aubrey Cochran, 6'5", and Bill Davis, 6'6" are the forwards, Mark La Moreaux is their 6'6" center.

As of late, Cochran has been their leading scorer and rebounder.

The Panthers will definitely be faced with a height disadvantage. They have been playing with three guards and the tallest being Gene Littles at 6'0".

Gene Littles is averaging a fantastic 22.9 with a rapidly rising 5.8 rebound average.

Gene Littles is also hitting 70.1 percent from the charity strip and 49.2 percent from the floor. These could be the best statistics in the State for a six foot 170 lb. forward.

Overall, the Panthers are averaging 81.2 points per game against its opposition's 76.3 per game.

Kappa Delta Welcomes Alumni

Kappa Delta Welcomes Alumni

Alpha Phi Omega

Go Purple... Go White... Go Panthers...

Fight! Fight! Fight!

Columnar & Accounting Pads
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Drafting Supplies
New & Rebuilt Typewriters

Griffith Office Equipment Company
792 N. Main St.
Nancy Isenhour was the first girl ever to play on a boy's basketball varsity in any college. The novelty of her playing on the team brought considerable publicity to the college. Perhaps there was a shortage of men that year. It was 1945.

Broadus Culler, one of the great basketball players at HPC, performed before crowds from 1933-37. His jersey is now retired.

Bobby Davidson, now a faculty member, starred against Western Carolina in 1953.

Harrison Hall, now the cafeteria, was the scene for many exciting basketball games. Here is the tip off against McCrary, 1952.

This college had football once upon a time. This picture was taken in 1947.
During the past two weeks of exciting boys' intramural basketball, the surprising Celts played three more games, winning two and suffering their first defeat.

The defeat came at the hands of the spunky McCulloch Roaches. The score was 42-44. The Roaches came from seven points down within the last two minutes. Keets and Gardner led the Roaches with 16 and 13 points respectively.

In the other two victories, by the Wolves-coached Celts, they won 46-40 over the Balders and 60-45 over the Chiquitas.

The Celts were led by Blosse in all three games as he scored 12, 19, and 21 points in order of the games listed.

The Balders were spearheaded by Clapp in the Celtic loss and a 54-54 defeat at the hands of the unbeaten Jaylos. Price also scored 10 points for the Balders in the Celtic cause.

As mentioned, the undefeated Jaylos, coached by Bill McDermet, continued their high-flying ways by taking three wins, the one over the Balders, a 74-62 triumph over the Great Ones, and a 45-42 victory over the Roaches.

In the Jaylos romp over the Great Ones, Dover, Laney and Austin panned in 21, 15, and 14 points respectively.

The Jays won an early lead and the Great Ones were never able to equal it.

Chuck Thomson led the Pika number two team in their squeaker over the Roaches. The 6' 7" center scored 21 points plus grabbing numerous rebounds.

However, Gardner stole top-scoring honors for the Roaches by hitting 22 points.

In the Jaylos' victory over the Rachers, Laney shot 15 points while Thomson and Dover hit for 14 and 10 points.

The season's high score mark was set as the also undefeated Pot Bellies ran a 94-14 triumph against the Great Ones.

Five men scored in double figures for the powerful Pot Bellies squad. Ray Holland led top scoring honors with 21 points, Robertson and 15 and Lee, Bloom and Thigpen hit for 14 points each.

Continuing their scoring spree, the Theta Chi number two team won their third game with a 72-18 massacre over the Chiquitas.

Clapp Leads Intramural Scoring

In the first released averages of the men's independent basketball division, Larry Clapp of the Rachers had compiled the highest scoring mark with a 19.7 average.

Capping second place was Ray Bloom with a 16.5 record.

Two Jaylos' follow Blosse on the list. Steve Laney has an 18.0 average and Chuck Thomson has a 17.5 mark.

To be eligible for the list of averages, a player must have played at least two games.

The Pot Bellies and Jaylos lead the list of the top 10 by placing three men each. The Celts placed two men on the list.

**Independent League**

**Top 15 Scorers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clapp</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>Balders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blosse</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>Pot Bellies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laney</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>Jaylos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>Jaylos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardner</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>Rachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobson</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>Celts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>Chiquitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>Pot Bellies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>Jaylos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>Pot Bellies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>Chiquitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigg</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>Chiquitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laney</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>Chiquitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fryer</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>Chiquitas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indies

Once again the Pot Bellies were led by Blosse's 18 points, with Bloom and Robertson striking for 16 each.

Regardless of the Pot Bellies disaster, the Chiquitas, coached by Gene Little, won their first game by trumping over the Animals 43-39. "Two Sweep" led the Chiquitas scoring with 13 points.

The Chiquitas stayed above the .500 per cent mark by defeating the Animals 64-24 and losing an upset to the Celts.

In the 'banana men's' victory over the Animals, Nick Fierlozo scored 16 points and Steve Crater hit for 15 points.

As the Celts upset the Larry Wall-coached Chiquitas (60-45), Rigg and Spencer lead the second half breakthrough by scoring 21 and 17 points respectively. Crater and Fierlozo hit for 12 points and Fryer for 11 points for the Chiquitas.

In the opening games of the Fraternity league, the Hot Dog number two team pulled out a close 45-38 victory over the Chiquitas. The score was 43-42 in all three games as he scored seven points down within the last two minutes.

With the win, the unsuspected Celts moved to a .500 record and remain the only unbeaten team in the league.

The Pot Bellies' victory proved to be their first without Clark. The reserve guard was not expected to play when the game was called.

The Pot Bellies enjoyed a 10-7 advantage over the Chiquitas.

The Celts, sporting a 3-1 record, are close behind the independent leaders, however four frat teams are winless, indicating a lack of balance in that division.

The top games coming up Feb. 21 feature the Animals vs. Celts and Lambda Chi against Hot Dogs no. 1 at 7:30. Following at 8:30 the Jaylos will be putting their record against the Chiquitas, and Hot Dogs no. 2 will face winless Alpha Phi Omega.
THE OLD ... AND THE NEW ...
(Editor's Note: The following are stories which have appeared in The Hi-Point over the last 60 years. Because of the history they represent, and because they are indicative of change at HPC, The Hi-Point staff felt they would be of interest to alumni and students.

Feb. 2, 1938

Sandburg Speaks In Lecture Series

"What do you know today, for now?, a damn thing," quoted Carl Sandburg of some railway workers who spoke the words, and who furnished the theme for his talk to a capacity audience of students and twenypupes last Friday morning. The well-known poet and troubador, the final and most interesting speaker of the Lyceum season, urged from the youth of today a spirit of inquiry.

Sandburg, who is a leading patron of the fine arts, was the guest of the college, spoken of by many as talking to the young 'manly young man' instead of the youth of today. He stated that the youth of today should be acquainted with everything, not accepting any man's opinions. His impression that he had gained from his study of Lincoln was Lincoln's constant desire for fast concrete thought which the standards of today lacked.

More than the ominous sounding that the European situation of today seemed to him as "a slight probale of violence in a far vaster drama of violence," with two factions fighting for supremacy, one man's democracy itself but a slightly revised democracy, revised through compromise with the Orient, the French and the economical power houses of the world. The United States, wishing to keep away from this trouble muttering itself through an economy reorganization, with no foreign trade.

Sandburg ended his talk with stating that literature was directly concerned with the world situation. He urged youth in any study to be "revelers" for the profit of man's knowledge. Then in a musical, undulating voice, Sandburg read selections from his latest poem publication, "The People, Yes," concluding with naming a few Ballads from a song collection, the mood which he considered "the only one I am sure not to live - the one I didn't write," playing his guitar as the accompaniment.

Mar. 10, 1938

Beeson's Hardware Company
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Professional Careers in Cartography

Creating A PACIFIC RIDERS

MARCH 1938

Seventy-two years ago the first official map of the United States was published by order of the President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson. The map, which was used to guide the explorers of the West, was a 25-foot map of the United States. In 1938, the centennial of the printing of the first official map, the United States government has produced a new map of the United States, called the "National Geographic Society Map of the United States." This map is a 100-inch by 150-inch map of the United States, and it is used by the United States government and other agencies to guide the explorers of the West. This map is especially useful to the explorers of the West because it shows the boundaries of the United States, the location of the major cities, and the location of the major bodies of water. The map is also very useful to the explorers of the West because it shows the location of the major states and the location of the major bodies of water.
High Point Traces Back To Yadkin

With the theory "that small villages, for a male school, are greatly preferable to large towns or cities and because a village presents fewer causes of diversion from study, fewer temptations to dissipation, a sleepy community ten miles west of Lexington was chosen as the site for Yadkin College."

An educational "mecca of the area's Methodist Protestant Church," the college was established in 1856. Z. H. Dixon, an early student of Yadkin, testified, "We did not have many frills and extracurricular activities, but we learned what we learned and did not indulge in sham and pretense. Yet the students were not all angelic. Such pranks as putting cows in the 'college' or tying them to the bell, stealing fruit and watermelons, waylaying and robbing belated lovers returning from calls on the pretty girls in the village and its environs were by no means unknown."

Closed in 1861 when 60 of its 80 students left school to serve in the Confederate Army, it reopened its doors in 1867. In 1881 Yadkin became one of the first such schools in the South to become coeducational.

The remoteness of the college, earlier thought to be an asset, proved to bring the downfall of the college. In 1924 Methodists decided to abandon Yadkin College in favor of a new, more centrally located institution.

Sites were considered in Burlington, Greensboro and High Point. High Point was chosen.

Today the two buildings, which at various times served as Yadkin College, are in a general state of decay. One is being used as a tobacco storehouse. The other, once an impressive three-story structure, is now a mere pile of brick.

Yadkin College produced many leading citizens of North Carolina during the 19th and early 20th centuries. By the presentation of its bell to HPC, much of the Yadkin tradition was also transferred; tradition which has been all but forgotten.

Above is an artist's conception of this building which was used from 1880-1924; below are its remains. Once an impressive three-story structure, the second building which served as Yadkin College, now lies in ruin.

The original college building, built in 1856, still stands in silent decay.
Panthers Smother Guildford

Last Saturday night in the college gym the present edition of the Purple Panther basketball team was handed a smashing score ever made by a High Point Quaker when they ran roughshod over the Greenbirds, 86 to 30.

The Quakers were expected to give the Panthers more opposition than was experienced Saturday by Coach Keziah. Some of the Quakers tried several combinations but none of them had any success against the attack of the rampaging Panthers. Guildford was hampered quite a bit by the fact that Lentz and Captain Thed OWNMAN fouled out with quite a bit of time left in the game. Boy Bales, diminutive Guildford forward, was picked on by five field goal targets for 10 points.

The local team ran away in an early lead with the first ten points, it being composed of Harris, Martin, Hampton, Britzke, and Smith. The Panthers, exasperated the game and continued to score, but Marcello Majesteft, with 20 points, was the leading Panther scorer, followed by C. W. Martin with 14. Five players followed suit with ten points each. Harris, Moran, Samol, Hampton and Britzke all scored ten points.

Free throws missed: Harris 5, Bales, Hampton, Martin, Sadler 2, Chambers, Ownman, Conard, Majesteft, Samuel, Lentz 2, Nevis, McKhollan. Total points for the Panthers: 106; for the Quakers, 64.

This year's Senior class and the other donors, believe me, contribute a great deal to our college. They are really swinging it in the contribution to national dancing. As a matter of fact, the freshmen following two days ago, with 391 students. This is the largest student body in the history of the college this year has reached the total of 391 students. It is the first time to study the question and acting upon said petition until that we have given it consideration and better informed as to all phases of the petition contemplated.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the announcement also revealed of such a policy as the petition contemplates. The gift was announced May 2, 1935 and the silver plate of Mrs. Zanina.--Mrs. Zanina. Venezuela has two representatives. The names, according to states, have not been released.

In Lecture Series

Carl Sandburg of some railway workers who spoke these words, "What do you know today, for sure? Not a damn thing," quoted--"The People, Yes," he concluded. Sandburg is a leading poet and troubador, the final and most interesting speaker in the senior class voted to dedicate the 1932 zenith to Mrs. Tomlinson because of her interest in matric activities. As is the custom of the editors of the yearbook, each year's class is given space for a special feature in the form of the annual zenith, the most important feature in the yearbook. The yearbook is considered "the only one I ever was sure of living - the one I didn't write," planting his guitar as the accompaniment.

Sandburg, who is a leading poet and troubador, the final and most interesting speaker in the senior class voted to dedicate the 1932 zenith to Mrs. Tomlinson because of her interest in matric activities. As is the custom of the editors of the yearbook, each year's class is given space for a special feature in the form of the annual zenith, the most important feature in the yearbook. The yearbook is considered "the only one I ever was sure of living - the one I didn't write," planting his guitar as the accompaniment.

Sandburg, who is a leading poet and troubador, the final and most interesting speaker in the senior class voted to dedicate the 1932 zenith to Mrs. Tomlinson because of her interest in matric activities. As is the custom of the editors of the yearbook, each year's class is given space for a special feature in the form of the annual zenith, the most important feature in the yearbook. The yearbook is considered "the only one I ever was sure of living - the one I didn't write," planting his guitar as the accompaniment.

Sandburg, who is a leading poet and troubador, the final and most interesting speaker in the senior class voted to dedicate the 1932 zenith to Mrs. Tomlinson because of her interest in matric activities. As is the custom of the editors of the yearbook, each year's class is given space for a special feature in the form of the annual zenith, the most important feature in the yearbook. The yearbook is considered "the only one I ever was sure of living - the one I didn't write," planting his guitar as the accompaniment.
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High Point Traces Back To Yadkin

With the theory "that small villages, for a male school, are greatly preferable to large towns or cities and because a village presents fewer causes of diversion from study, fewer temptations to distractions, a sleepy community ten miles west of Lexington was chosen as the site for Yadkin College."

An educational "mecca of the area's Methodist Protestant Church," the college was established in 1856. Z. H. Dixon, an early student of Yadkin, testified, "We did not have many frills and extra-curricular activities, but we learned what we learned and did not indulge in sham and pretense. Yet the students were not all angelic. Such pranks as putting cows in the 'college' or tying them to the bell, stealing fruit and watermelons, waylaying and rocking belated lovers returning from calls on the pretty girls in the village and its environs were by no means unknown."

Closed in 1861 when 60 of its 80 students left school to serve in the Confederate Army, it reopened its doors in 1867. In 1881 Yadkin became one of the first such schools in the South to become co-educational.

The remoteness of the college, earlier thought to be an asset, proved to bring the downfall of the college. In 1924 Methodists decided to abandon Yadkin College in favor of a new, more centrally located institution.

Sites were considered in Burlington, Greensboro and High Point. High Point was chosen.

Today the two buildings, which at various times served as Yadkin College, are in a general state of decay. One is being used as a tobacco warehouse. The other, once an impressive three story structure, is now a mere pile of brick.

Yadkin College produced many leading citizens of North Carolina during the 19th and early 20th centuries. By the presentation of its bell to HPC, much of the Yadkin tradition was also transferred; tradition which has been all but forgotten.

Above is an artist's conception of this building which was used from 1880-1924; below are its remains.

This historical marker now stands near the site of Yadkin College.
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Gymnasium Facilities Cited as Inadequate

By LARRY WALL

Alumni Gymnasium was built in 1957 and considered by many as being the most modern physical education facility in the area. The gym has hosted many events. Included are Amateur Athletic Union, (AAU) boxing matches, wrestling, Intramural and Intercollegiate athletics, and a full load of physical education activity courses.

In 1960 officials questioned how long the gym facilities really were.

The gym floor was first to show signs of poor planning. When installing the floor there was not enough space allowed from the wood to the wall.

A two-inch space should have been left to allow for expansion. Excessive cold weather or dampness in the gym results in the expansion of the floor.

At present the floor has expanded to the point where there are many dead spots and huge buckles.

The buckles have gotten so bad that it is considered dangerous to play on the floor. Workers have removed most of the larger bumps.

Recently one student broke his knee and had to have an operation as a result of falling on the floor.

Several members of the basketball squad have complained of sore knees and two members have injured knee cartilage. It is believed that the injuries resulted from playing on the floor.

The floor is in such bad condition that something must be done immediately.

Reports indicate that there are plans to install a new gym floor by next September.

The classrooms are also faulty. At present there are only three lecture rooms.

Teaching space poses a problem because there are 12 main theory courses being offered.

Additional facilities for activity courses presents yet another headache.

The floor space of the gym does not allow many varied activities to be conducted simultaneously.

For example, if the basketball team is unable to practice out of doors and an activity course is in the gym, where do they practice?

Another matter of concern is the wiring of the gymnasium. The exhaust fans, planted in the fuel, has caused a question.

Additional space is needed and also a partition dividing the court into sections. This would allow many activities to be held at the same time.

Another matter of concern is the lighting of the gymnasium. The exhaust fans, planted in the windows, cannot be run one at a time.

The ceiling fans can't be set up, none of the rest will work. The fans for the heating system, there are no windows that can be opened in the gymnasium. Maybe next year will show a possibility of a new floor, additional seats and new classrooms.

If all is completed, Alumni gymnasium will again be called the most modern facility in the area.
Panthers Host Bears In Homecoming Tilt

By LARRY WALL

The number two ranked Carolina Conference power Lenoir Rhyne will bring a powerful quintet into Alumni gymnasium tonight in another "important" conference battle.

In a previous meeting between these two teams, the Bears defeated High Point in a 92-71 defeat. Lenoir Rhyne stands 12-4 in conference play and boasts an 18-5 overall mark.

The Bears field one of the tallest teams in the league and rank in the top five in defense according to NCAA standings.

R. D. Carson, all-conference choice, is the Bears' team general. Carson has changed his style of play from recent years and is finding himself more valuable to his team.

David Wells handles backcourt duties with Carson. Wells is leading his team in field goal accuracy and scoring in double figures.

The Bears' front court poses a height problem for the opposition. Aubrey Cochran, 6'4", and Bill Davis, 6'6", are the forwards, Mark La Moreaux in their 6'6" center.

As of late, Cochran has been their leading scorer and rebounder.

The Panthers will definitely be facing a height disadvantage. They have been playing with three guards and the tallest being Gene Littles at 6'9".

The Bears' height advantage was the main reason the Panthers were unsuccessful at Lenoir Rhyne.

"The Panthers are playing under tremendous pressure and each remaining game will tell exactly how long this current season will last. If the Panthers do not make the post season tourney, the last game the Elvesome will play will be Feb. 25 with Catawba. However, if HPC makes the eight-team tournament they could be playing until mid-March."

Gene Littles recently scored his 1,000th point in a Panther uniform.

Littles Leads Stats

As of February 11, High Point's Gene Littles in averaging a fantastic 22.9 with a rapidly rising 5.8 rebound average. Gene Littles is also hitting 70.1 percent from the charity strip and 49.2 percent from the floor. These could be the best statistics in the State for a six foot 170 lb. forward.

Overall, the Panthers are averaging 81.2 points per game against its opposition's 76.3 per game.

The Bears' height advantage was the main reason the Panthers were unsuccessful at Lenoir Rhyne.

The Panthers are playing under tremendous pressure and each remaining game will tell exactly how long this current season will last. If the Panthers do not make the post season tourney, the last game the Elvesome will play will be Feb. 25 with Catawba. However, if HPC makes the eight-team tournament they could be playing until mid-March."
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Panthers Host Bears In Homecoming Tilt

Go Purple... Go White... Go Panthers...

Fight!  Fight!  Fight!
Nancy Isenhour was the first girl ever to play on a boy’s basketball varsity in any college. The novelty of her playing on the team brought considerable publicity to the college. Perhaps there was a shortage of men that year. It was 1945.

Broadus Culler, one of the great basketball players at HPC, performed before crowds from 1933-37. His jersey is now retired.

Bobby Davidson, now a faculty member, starred against Western Carolina in 1953.

Harrison Hall, now the cafeteria, was the scene for many exciting basketball games. Here is the tip off against McCrary, 1952.

Danny Sewell was an all-American for HPC in 1952. His jersey was retired.

This college had football once upon a time. This picture was taken in 1947.
Tie For First

played three more games, winning two and suffering their first defeat.

The defeat came at the hands of the spunky McCulloch Roaches. The score was 49-46 to the Roaches, who defeated the Celtics, 74-12, and the Great Ones, 60-45 over the Chiquitas.

In the other two victories, by taking three wins; the Raiders had compiled the highest numbers, a player must have

In the first released averages of the men's intramural basketball division, Larry Clapp of the Raiders had compiled the highest scoring mark with a 19.7 average.

Capturing second place was Roy Bloom with a 19.5 record. Two Jayslos follow Bloom on the list. Steve Laney has an 18.0 average and Chuck Thomlinson has a 17.5 mark.

To be eligible for the list of averages, a player must have played at least two games.

The Pot Bellies and Jaylos lead the list of the top 10 by placing three men each. The Celtics placed two men on the list.
THE OLD ...

AND THE NEW ...
Summer School Bulletin Released Classes To Begin June 6

In releasing the 1967 summer school bulletin, High Point College expressed the purpose as being "organized with the definite aim of helping students now in college to make up-needed credits or to help those who wish to reduce the time for graduation."

The purposes of allowing teacher's to gain hours for future degree, and to allowing freshmen to start in June instead of Sept., were also given.

Classes will begin on June 6, with registration the day before. The first semester will end on July 12.

Second semester will begin July 14, ending Aug. 19.

Featured in this year's summer session will be the American History Caravan, for the first term, and the Aero-Space Education Workshop, to be held June 6-25.

The History Caravan will feature a new, Fresh touch. Persons interested should contact Dr. Paul Gralot, of the HPC History Dept.

The Aero-Space Workshop will give an "opportunely for secondary and elementary teachers to gain general information and understanding of aviation and the progress made in our air-space age."

Included in the summer session will be the general academic program, with selective courses offered in each department.

Interested students should contact Dr. Harold Conrad, director of the summer session.

APO To Organize Boy Scout Troop

The American Humanities Foundation Student Association will have a special guest speaker March 2. Featured will be Mr. William Both, the executive vice-president of the American Humanities Foundation.

Directory Depicts Roberts

Avis Swallow, a High Point College student, checks the yellow pages of the new North State Telephone Co. directory.

The picture dressing the cover is a photo of HPC's Roberts Hall.

For the first time, the North State Telephone Co. accepted the request with the idea from HPC officials to use a picture of some aspect of the campus as a cover.

The new directory will be available for use starting at 12:01 p.m., March 5, 1967.

Regional Auditions Held For Performers

Six Flags Over Texas and Six Flags Over Georgia announced plans to participate jointly in conducting a series of regional auditions in February and March seeking talented collegiate performers for their respective show department productions this summer.

High Point College students are invited to attend the North Carolina Regional Auditions, which will be held in Raleigh March 10. The exact time and location will be announced at a later date.

All types of talent are being sought. Singers, dancers, musicians, specialty acts such as magicians, acrobats, military drill teams, ventriloquists, fast-draw gunfighters will all be considered.

The quest for collegiate performers will take the talent scouts into 11 strategically located regional audition sites in the southeastern and southwestern parts of the United States. After completion of the entire tour, talent best suited for the scheduled productions will be invited to appear as finalists in the call-back auditions, which take place in Arlington, Texas, and Atlanta, Ga., in the late spring.

Judges take one week following the final audition to make their selections.

First Culler Scholarship Awarded

Recipient for the first time of the Richard Broadus Culler Memorial Scholarship at High Point College is Eddie Patterson.

Giving the scholarship in memory of her husband was Mrs. Evelyn Culler. Richard Culler graduated from High Point College in 1936 where he was an honored member of the Panther team. He later continued in professional athletics.

While in residence at the college, Patterson was named to Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities. He is presently serving as president of the Men's Dormitory Council and Co-chairman of the Steering Committee of the HPC's Student Government.

Patterson is a senior business administration major.

Source Of Sreech Revealed

Along with beauty queens, Homecoming weekend featured a scene of heavily ice-laden trees. During the night, icicles were audible. The above picture depicts the effect that ice had on many trees growing on the High Point College campus.

Not only were trees effected, but icicle wires caused much havoc. In Harrison Hall when they fell in a burst of sparks. The Wrights did an admirable job coping with the lack of electricity, and preparing the evening meal for students and visiting alumni.

Several HPC students were in accidents which were caused by the icy weather, but no one was injured seriously.

Roth Speaks For Humanities

The American Humanities Foundation Student Association will have a special guest speaker March 2. Featured will be Mr. William Both, the executive vice-president of the American Humanities Foundation.

Staff Meeting

The Hi-Po will have a general staff meeting this afternoon at 4 p.m. The intent of the meeting will be the review of the present issues, and discussion of the next. All persons are expected to attend.
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Culloch Hall those who know—those concerned to find in the Christian student group residence in the serious implications. I am much the situation and ignored very serious complaints about an unsection of the dormitory.

Dear Sir:

Having just completed 146 first 16 page paper, The Hi-po staff feels that a word of appreciation should be expressed. We are indebted to the organizations of this campus, for without their support it would not have been feasible to publish printed the edition.

By expressing appreciation to the organizations here at HPC we hope that this will be an encouragement to others and that we will be given the same news coverage to all those running for office but in the past advertising space in the paper at the local rate to any candidate who counting the financial aid to the paper, The Hi-Po is opening a new-to print weekly and also to use color. We request that when you voted upon, and finally eliminated.

What necessitates responsive action? There are several cases this year have been waived by the council itself and with the Dean. By expressing appreciation to the organizations here at HPC we hope that this will be an encouragement to others and that we will be given the same news coverage to all those running for office but in the past advertising space in the paper at the local rate to any candidate who counting the financial aid to the paper, The Hi-Po is opening a new-to print weekly and also to use color. We request that when you voted upon, and finally eliminated.

By RALPH HOAR

The paper has pointed out this situation before. Aside from weakness within the council, its one sure way of weakening the prestige of the student cases because it could not assemble the council itself and with the Dean. This atmosphere in which no student will rightfully take precedent over all else, one sure way of weakening the prestige of the student cases because it could not assemble the council itself and with the Dean. The council was weakened.
Vietnam

Sacrifice Is Life

By John Roberts

Hitler warned the world of his designs for world conquest in his book "Mein Kampf." No one took it seriously to stop him in time. His warning was followed through to the leadership of North Vietnam.

"There is only a period of adjustment: in war and peace are not separable. When it will succeed without a team, remarked, "The campus still occurs.""

High Point, N. C. You Serve

Are you afraid of becoming part of the woodwork on a job? Your career stunted by boredom? Few promotions in sight? You didn't go to college for that. And it needn't happen. Because you can pick the United States Air Force as your employer. Career opportunities are so vast... you'll get a better chance to use your education in the forefront of modern science and technology.

Factors that make it exciting to aim for are:

- You'll enjoy good pay, promotions, chance to travel, active social life, fine retirement benefits. And you'll be serving your country, too.
- Or maybe you want to fly? That's great. The Air Force is certainly the place to do it.
- You're a college graduate you want something extra out of life—to aim at an exciting goal. So send in this coupon
- Make sure you don't get stuck where nothing much is happening.

SGA Sunday Movie

Sylvia

Carroll Baker, George Maharis, Joan Deary, Peter Lawford. Suspicious millionaire (Lawford) hires private eye (Baker). His fiancée (Maharis) to investigate and left for dead. They were turned over to the Viet Cong. The Americans were tortured and left for dead. They were sacrificed. They were knocked off at one time.

The Air Force doesn't want to waste your college education any more than you do.

Greeks Select New Officers

Lambda Chi Alpha brothers are Claude Adams, Roger Wittenberg, Tony Braum, Barney Pooler, Fred Echelman, and Bob Hooper.

Newly initiated Lambda Chi Alpha brothers are Claude Adams, Roger Wittenberg, Tony Braum, Barney Pooler, Fred Echelman, and Bob Hooper.

Sylvia Teague will serve as pledge director and Cheryl Kendall is as membership chairman with Fran Schell as assistant membership chairman.

Zeta Tau Alpha officers include Donna Ebert, president; Marty Harrington, vice-president; Pat Codman, secretary, and Maggie Howard, treasurer. Nancy Lefler is ritual chairman and Joan Warren and Lynn Dominngton are co-membership chairmen.

NGEENGED: Phi Mu sisters Phyllis Shurrard to Rodney Perry of Wake Forest; sophomore transfer Sarah Scribner to Ronn braisel of RPFAoThomas; sophomores Jenna Murphy to John Alden of California.

LAWYERED: KD pledge Katie Keller to Theta Chi brother Kent Hipley; sophomore Bever Echard to John Lindsay, Kappa Alpha of Western Carolina.
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Purple Panthers Facing 'Must' Game

In LAPP

It's now or never. ECU must win this last game of the '67 season.

The Panthers play tomorrow night as guests of the Louisiana State University Tigers. Coach Bob Huntington wants his team to win, but it's not a must in the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament.

Nutritionintendent John Gainey will serve as the food preparations for High Point in their 2:00 P.M. game.

High Point must either win or tie Tuesday to keep their slim hopes alive for a berth in the playoffs.

Secretary Evie Johnson will be the first game's head official. She has been a referee in the past.

Student Cheerleaders will also perform.

The Panthers are not expected to make the playoffs, but they will go to their last game with renewed energy.

Change Conference Schedule

By Bob Owen

"The pace goes from fast to slow" at High Point College this week.

The coming months will see a slowing down of the academic schedule. The semester break will take place on Friday, January 25th.

The week will feature a variety of events, including the annual Winter Carnival and the College Union's "Evening with the Stars".

COLLEGE VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER

STEVE'S PIZZA HOUSE

Friendly Service and Best Pizza in Town

1 Block East of Main
117 English Road
Candidates Speak

By WILLIE SHAW  News Editor

Student Government Association elections for 1967-68 will be held March 8. Ten students have chosen to seek the four offices available.

Presidential candidates are Forrest Dover, a junior from Bessemer City, N.C.; Charles Kurkjian, a junior from Westchester, N.Y.; and Ray Taylor, a junior from Durham, N.C.

Candidates for vice president are James Curran, a sophomore from Waldorf, Md.; James Correll, a sophomore from Orlando, Fla.; and Bill Stewart, a sophomore from Westfield, Mass.

Three Hepburn candidates include Barbara McDermott, a sophomore from Red Springs, N.C.; Barbara McDiarmid, a sophomore from Raleigh, N.C.; and Barbara Peterson, a sophomore from Faysquay-Varina, N.C.

"I have the desire mostly," he replied.

When questioned concerning campus issues which he felt should be given special attention, he mentioned two areas.

"First, I would create more inter-class competition and strengthen the inter-class government. The main responsibility for Student Government action is now on four people. The jobs should be put on more capable people."

Wishing to remind students at High Point of the importance of campus life, Dover added, "There are a number of students whose achievements are not recognized if so much as the word 'student' is not put before this spring's graduation."
Purple Panthers Facing ‘Must’ Game

By LARRY WALL

It's now or never. HPC must win this last game of the '66-67 season.

The Panthers play tomorrow night as guest of the Catawba College Indians at 8 p.m.

Coach Bob Vaughn's Panthers are fighting for their lives to gain a berth in the annual Carolinas Conference Tournament.

The Panthers are trying to better Presbyterian's 4-11 mark. Presbyterian played Western Carolina on Wednesday as their final game. High Point must defeat Catawba in order to hold down the coveted eighth position in the standings.

Catawba has a well-balanced club. They have two outstanding ballplayers and three of which would be considered average.

As it stands, Catawba is in the point production department. Garland Davis, 6'5", leaping center from the nucleus of the Indians. Davis is averaging 16 point-per-game and grabbing 14 rebounds per contest. Andy Bollin is in the point production department.

High Point College can do no better than to go out with a bang if it hopes to have any chance of being invited to the tourney. Another one or three teams should be taken in and two division or-
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Change Conference Schedule

By BOB OWENS

"Gripe, gripe, gripe, that's all High Point College can do." The preceding quote from a disinterested observer must be a cause for concern for the players, especially if the dilemma is present before the proper "authority", Commissioner Jobv
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World Campus Afloat: Director of Admissions

Chapman College

College Information Sheet

Name: [Blank]
Campus address: [Blank]
City: [Blank]
Permanent address: [Blank]
City: [Blank]
Name of School: [Blank]
Present Status: [Blank]
Age: [Blank]
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Ten Students Seek Offices

By MILLIE SHAW
News Editor

Student Government Association elections for 1967-68 will be held March 8. Ten students have chosen to seek the four offices available.

Presidential candidates are RAY TAYLOR, a junior from Greensboro; CHARLES KIRKJIAN, a junior from Westfield, N. J.; and FORREST DOVER, a junior from Durham, N. C.

Candidates for vice president are James Connor, a sophomore from Raleigh, N. C.; Charles Flatt, a sophomore from Red Springs, N. C.; and Barbara McDiarmid, a sophomore from Charlotte, N. C.

Those seeking the office of treasurer are James Connor, a sophomore from Raleigh, N. C.; and Barbara Peterson, a sophomore from Fagun-Varns, S. C.

ELECTIONS FOR RAY TAYLOR, CHARLES KIRKJIAN, FORREST DOVER
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Changes Proposed
For Rules

In a surprise move last week, Robert Myers, student legislator representative, moved that a committee be appointed to investigate and propose changes in the student legislature "rules of order." Myers' motion was prompted by discontent among representatives arising from continued absences of several members of the body.

On the heels of the expulsion of representative William Ramsey due to excessive absences, Myers advocated a tightening of attendance rules and a general updating of the "rules of order."

"After additional thought and interviews with other officers, I decided I could help," Taylor commented.

"My main plan is to get the SGA down to the student level," he said. "The present time, the SGA is not taken seriously."

"I will work to do this," he said. "I will work to do this, but I will also work to do this, but I will also work to do this."

"I will do my best for the students," he said.

Charles Kirkjian, sociology major and member of Beta Chi fraternity, gave several reasons for the guiding factor in his decision to run for office.

"First, I would create more inter-class competition and strengthen the inter-class government."

"The four prongs can strengthen the SGA. The main ideal, to create more student unity, yet have individual endeavors," he added.

"Secondly, I continued, "opens up more channels of responsibility for individual students to create among themselves a feeling of doing something, not just what the four elected figures could do alone," he summed up.

"The main responsibility for Student Government action is still on four people. The jobs should be put on more capable people," he stressed.

"I would like to think that all SGA members will help me in this effort."

"All students are running for the office; their aim should be to make High Point College the best," he concluded.

"No matter how qualified person is, there should be more than one candidate running for the office," he said.

This was given as one of the conclusions by RAY TAYLOR, a history-political science major and brother of Linda Chi fraternity, gave for running for president.

"After additional thought and interviews with other officers, I decided I could help," Taylor commented.

"I will do my best for the students," he said.

Charles Kirkjian, sociology major and member of Beta Chi fraternity, gave several reasons for the guiding factor in his decision to run for office.

"For three years I've been sitting in class and trying to get my ideas out of my head. I have to sit in class and try to get my ideas out of my head."

"I know a lot of influential people," he continued, "who can help. Most of all, I do have a lot of friends; I'm not an outsider," he warned.

On the topic of SGA, he commented: "The SGA needs to be put on more capable people."

"This was given as one of the conclusions by RAY TAYLOR, a history-political science major and brother of Linda Chi fraternity, gave for running for president.

"After additional thought and interviews with other officers, I decided I could help," Taylor commented.

"I will do my best for the students," he said.

Charles Kirkjian, sociology major and member of Beta Chi fraternity, gave several reasons for the guiding factor in his decision to run for office.

"For three years I've been sitting in class and trying to get my ideas out of my head. I have to sit in class and try to get my ideas out of my head."

"I know a lot of influential people," he continued, "who can help. Most of all, I do have a lot of friends; I'm not an outsider," he warned.

On the topic of SGA, he commented: "The SGA needs to be put on more capable people."

Class Chooses Gift; Bell Tower Planned

High Point College will finally get its long-awaited victory bell tower.

By unanimous vote, Feb. 24, the senior class elected to give the largest sum, $1,000, for the construction of a tower to house the "Old Yankee victory bell." The $1,000 will be added to the $50 given by the class of '65 for the construction of the bell tower. For the construction of the bell tower.

Senior class gift committee, chaired by Ralph Hoar, presented several proposals to the class for selection. Among the choices were a color television set for the student center, a side walk, sound system for the gymnasium, and a trophy case. The class selected the bell tower as the best choice.

The tower will be modeled after a similar structure which is located on the grounds of the First Evangelical and Reformed Church, High Point. Constructed of brick and stained concrete, the approximate cost of the tower is $1000.

The main element involved in constructing the tower is the cost of materials. There is a fine possibility that all of the materials will be donated, Dorsey stated.

Suggested as a construction site for the tower is in Harrison Square.

President Patton has stated that "there is no reason why the tower could not be constructed before this spring's graduation."

Graduate Record Exams Scheduled for March 10-11

Graduate Record Exams will be given March 10-11, with Area Tests to be given March 10 and the Aptitude Test, that afternoon. Advanced Tests are set for Saturday morning, announced Dr. L. B. Pope. A 60-minute Area Tests, designed for the student who plans to undertake graduate study. Cover- age is broad enough that it will not put the student at an advantage or disadvantage because of his field of specialization.

Advanced Tests, lasting three hours each, measure level of mastery of material by education majors and evaluate achievement and qualifications for advanced or graduate study in education.

Emphasis is put on the relationship among the content dimensions of education so that the pattern of courses the student has taken is likely to be less critical than his ability to integrate the knowledge and skill he has gath- ered.
Blind Leading Blind?

The Hi-Po, after reviewing the qualifications and past performance of the SGA presidential candidates, withdraws support from any of these running and expresses keen disappointment in the lack of leadership quality in the rising senior class. No one knew how elected office would change a person and make them accept responsibility with dedication; however, qualifications and manifestation of ability are all the voters have.

The Hi-Po sincerely wishes the student body better luck next year.

Progressive Action

Dean Cole has helped the Legislature with its unlimited cut bill. His suggestions were accepted. The previous bill, modified to allow those with a 3.0 average for two consecutive semesters to enjoy the same unlimited cut privileges as those on Dean's List, was passed by the Legislature and now awaits faculty approval. We are pleased to see this progressive bill passed and congratulate the Legislature for its vote.

Policy On Letters

Letters to the editor do not necessarily represent the opinions of the newspaper, or the staff members.

All letters must be signed by the writer or they will not be printed.

Deadline for all letters is Sunday night.

Dear Sir:

There has been much said on this campus about the freedom to learn, the teaching to concepts, the creation of an academic atmosphere, and the fostering of intellectual curiosity. As a faculty member of this college, I question the student's ability to cope with such a situation. So far, I have come in contact with a small minority of students who take advantage of what is offered on the High Point College campus. There are two specific examples I am concerned with.

The first example is the annual program held today. The current epidemic is comparable with the one experienced by the student body in the fall when we had a very good pianist. If paper rattling, whispering, talking out loud, for scoping, and newspaper reading are examples of the immaturity and sensitivity of the student body, then they are much more than they deserve here. Yes, I've heard all of these and more, but not without them.

Dear Sir:

I've heard, who hasn't? In my opinion, there is never an excuse for rudeness. I hope that performers say about this audience, and what about those who want to hear? This is something that could be quiet.

My second example is the music department's attempt to cope with such a situation. To get a response or to start a discussion in class is very difficult in the face of droopy eyes, yawning mouths, and unprepared minds. When will students realize that participation makes class stimulating and exciting?

My re-emphasis one of my original statements today. Now, there are a small minority of students here who are awake and thinking. And I am thankful for them. Yet the wasted minds and wasted ideas around here are appalling. The rationalization that this situation is in limited in High Point is invalid. Why not have at least one group they get much more than they deserve here. Yes, I've heard all of the complain about this assembly, who hasn't? In my opinion.

Sincerely,

Eliza Cole

Editor's Mail

Editor in chief: Jim Sloan
news editor: Willie Show
features editor: Frances Carroll
copy editor: Judy Bledsoe
ad. manager: Jerry Darby
business manager: Larry Kendrick
adviser: Paul J. Baker

The Hi-Po sincerely wishes the student body better luck next year.

SGA Elections

Cast Your Vote Wisely

By BILL MINNIS

The events of last week will be of utmost importance in determining the effectiveness of next year's Student Government Association. Wednesday, the student body will vote on SGA officers. This election should be taken seriously, for any organization is only as strong as its leaders.

It is for this reason that one should consider several things before casting a vote. A candidate deserves a vote just because he may be a "good guy," or because he may have given a humorous speech. Others will ask "themselves if the candidate is qualified or responsible enough to hold such office. Quailifications and responsibility can only be determined from previous experience. But then previous experience can sometimes be misleading.

The race for secretary has a perfect example of such misleading information. Having served as secretary of Student Legislators, Sylvia Pratt appears to be well qualified for the position. But look closely and find out who kind of job she has really done.

Several weeks ago, it was revealed that some members of Legislature had been habitually absent. Upon being requested to release the names of the absent members, Miss Pratt refused, saying she didn't want Legislature to become "the subject of yellow journalism." Thereby the secretary of Student Legislature was refusing to release public information concerning student government to the student body whom she supposedly was representing.

Now in this responsible leadership situation.

But wait, Miss Pratt has some more "outstanding" records of service. When the names of the absent members finally were released, her records were checked and it was discovered that they were perfect. Only one representative was found to have been absent three consecutive times, not three as she originally reported.

While trying to check attendance records, it was also discovered that this secretary has kept all compiled records of attendance which may be available at any time. And to top it all, at the last meeting of Legislature she couldn't even decipher her own minutes!

So after close examination of the facts, it seems that a desire for responsible SGA leaders and a vote for Sylvia Pratt are completely contradictory.

Potpourri

Would Pill Work Here?

By RALPH HOAR

The University of North Carolina, long known as a hot bed of liberalism surrounding a sea of conservatism, continues to uphold its reputation. Scott Godle, fellow editor of the Daily Tar Heel, comes full circle, or perhaps far left, in his support for distribution of birth control pills. His case for unpunished distribution of birth control pills has been well stated. His ideas on the subject may be acceptable in Chapel Hill. However, they would probably not enter some opposition (10 miles south of Chapel Hill) namely in High Point.

Judging from the recent controversy concerning the distribution of vitamin pills, we could hardly be expected to tackle the problems of distributing contraceptives in pill form, or any other form for that matter.

If, by any snarl of the imagination, birth control pills were distributed by the college health service, problems would immediately arise. Would the pills be distributed in a Boudoir, Cafeteria, of Infirmary? Who would be eligible to receive the pills? Would faculty members be allowed to partake of this miracle of modern science and would they be reserved for "students only"?

If the consumption of the pills were restricted to students only, it would seem only a matter of time before they would find their way to the public.

No matter what solution is decided upon, it seems that a desire for responsible SGA leaders and a vote for Sylvia Pratt complement completely.
Dear Sir:

In his letter to the editor, Mr. Dalbey expressed a concern about the attitude in McCulloch dorm and the lack of moral courage among its residents. To rectify the situation, eleven of the students are being charged with damages to the dorm's bathrooms. It is hoped that by forcing these students to pay for the damage, the culprit will step forward or be exposed by an act of conscience. It is important to note that the money paid will be used to repair the damage and to fund a small group of Czechs assassinated a Nazi official (Heydrich).

I agree with Mr. Dalbey that there are people living in McCulloch Hall who know the identity of the person or persons responsible for the death of that unfortunate young lady in New York City, the same incident that Mr. Dalbey’s responsibility for the death of several individuals in the village of Lidice, which was devastated during World War II. Therefore, a small group of Czechs assassinated a Nazi official (Heydrich).

I want to protest against the fact that the student body is being forced to pay for an act for which they are not responsible.

Second, the question comes to mind, why one or more of the charged eleven destroy their own facilities? It is a question that involves the whole student body and cannot be answered individually. I am sure that thecharged students will be forced to pay for an act for which they are not responsible.

I am writing to express my concern that Mr. Dalbey’s statements are not supported by evidence and are simply an attempt to shift the blame onto the students.

Sincerely,

James B. Richardson

Dear Sir:

I have been very much disturbed by the letter to the editor from Mr. Dalbey in the last issue of the Hi-Po. I agree with Mr. Dalbey that the situation that has arisen pertaining to the vandalism in McCulloch Hall is something that warrants concern. However, I do not feel that the action taken by Mr. Dalbey in the letter is appropriate. If a situation similar to that existing on our campus was responsible for the death of that unfortunate young lady in New York City, the same incident that Mr. Dalbey mentions in his letter, it would be wrong to single out one or more individuals.

I believe that Mr. Dalbey’s concern is legitimate. However, it is important to note that the money paid will be used to repair the damage and to fund a small group of Czechs assassinated a Nazi official (Heydrich).

I hope that Mr. Dalbey will reconsider his stance and consider alternatives that do not involve forcing the entire student body to pay for the damage.

Sincerely,

Brian Ditzler

---

Survey

What About Liquor?

By JIM COSTON

The most controversial and paramount issue before the North Carolina General Assembly in 1967 is the problem of solving the state’s liquor control laws. Of last year’s two bills back on the table, which side of the fence this opportunity will fall to?

I am talking of those who do not live in poverty, hunger, or disaster, but who financial ability to promote the communal life and propaganda in United States newspapers, and in American politics. They enjoy peace and prosperity, and are men but advocate totalitarian existence. A living contradiction, because it would make liquor so convenient that the problem of alcoholism would grow out of control because potential alcoholics wouldn’t find it easier to obtain the stuff which might lead them to alcoholism.

Greg Jasper and Dan Holton, freshmen from Chapel Hill, Va. and Baltimore, Md. respectively, both agreed that if a person wants alcohol he can obtain it. The value of whether regulations allow liquor by-drink or the bottle. In addition, the tax of the revenue cannot be overlooked, in an evident in Jamstown, N. C. "It’s obvious that RFC producers will consider such an opportunity.

---

The New Breed

Who Snubs Best?

By DIMITR DITZLER

Ever wonder about those people that wander around campus smiling and talking to everyone? They don’t have an agenda other than to be nice. They enjoy the company of others and are always looking for new friends. This breed is known as "polite" and they are the ones that are considered "nice."

But it is possible to have a "polite" personality and still be a snob. When I first came to college, I was shocked to see how many people were snobs. They would only speak to those they considered "polite."

The first time I met one was in the cafeteria. I was sitting alone at a table and suddenly a group of people walked up to me and asked if I wanted to sit with them. I politely declined, but they persisted. I finally agreed, and we had a great time.

This breed is known as "polite," and they are the ones that are considered "nice." But it is possible to have a "polite" personality and still be a snob. I learned this lesson the hard way.

One of the many supporters,

Dear Sir:

As a member of the "Christian student group residing in McCulloch Hall," I feel as well as others in this dorm, a little offended by the remarks expressed in a letter by Mr. Earl G. Doolittle. The letter in question contained several statements which to many of the residents need a little more explanation on the part of Mr. Dalbey. The first point is the paragraph in which he says that the residents of McCulloch do not possess any "moral courage." This is a charge which I am sure many people would object to.

In the closing paragraph of the letter he again states that "no student will accept responsibility" which, in my opinion, is an

SGA Sunday Movie

---

Vietnam

Mug Wumps Exist Everywhere

By JOHN ROBERTS

Picture the old woman "fence" forms of pacifists, vietnicks, opponents, our own leaders from the fence. But they sit with their philosophical and national mug wumps in the town anyway.

On which side they will finally come down to is pure guess, because we can’t tell the difference between their mugs and wumps. Mug wumps everywhere. They are Chinese, French, Bur-mese, Indian, Egyptian, and Al-banian. They are Russell, Burchett, Fullbright, Mors, Burkano, and Kennedy. They are all its assorted ass and colors. You can pick your poison from the fence.

"Much has been said and written about the battle for the minds, hearts and stomachs of the un-civilized world. Few doubt that the hunger, poverty and disease which are the con-sequence of wars are a source of danger in the "protracted conflict."" But I am speaking of the American mug wump and Vietnamese. I am speaking of the Americans who offer themselves to the Vietnamese as national mug wumps...
Spring Sports Near; Od Long Favorable

By LARRY MILL

BOB CURRIE

High Point College baseball and track teams yet their seasons under the latter part of March. Both teams have been conducting pre-season conditioning drills.

Track coach Bob Davidson greeted some 15 prospects, while coach Charles Hartman had 18 candidates reporting for baseball drills.

The trackmen won their first conference championship in the school's history last season. In addition, they finished second in the District 26 meet, which includes 22 colleges from N.C., S.C., and Va.

Coach Hartman feels that the 1967 baseball team may have the most potential of any group he has ever coached. He also made it clear that this talent must develop into a team.

Last year's team compiled a 23-11 record. Two of last year's starters graduated. Returning to this year's team are 13 letter men.

The pitching staff seems to be the Panther's mainstay as the '67 baseball season gets in full stride.

The HPC tennis team, coached by Dr. Morris, will open its season in the home court against Pardue University March 30.

At the present time, Dr. Morris needs two more players to fill the team of five.

Ken Martin, a junior major from Wheelock, Md., will be the number one man on the court this season.

John Beaven and Bob Plyler complete the present line-up. Beaven, a physical education major from Pfafftown, N.C., transferred to High Point from Mitchell College, and is now a junior.

Plyfer, also a Mitchell transfer, is a senior from Statesville majoring in Business.

1967 Tennis Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>OPPONENT</th>
<th>SITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 8</td>
<td>Furman University</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 11</td>
<td>Furman University</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 13</td>
<td>Furman University</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16</td>
<td>Furman University</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18</td>
<td>Furman University</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 4</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 8</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 10</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 18</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4</td>
<td>College of the Ozarks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a typical scene during baseball practice as Coach Hartman instructs one of his ace pitchers, Gary Higdon.

INTRAMURAL DATA

SCORES

CELTICS-80 Criscos-88
CHOG'TAS-66 Jaylos-34 OT
DELTSOGS-54 Lamb/Chi-43
BOACHES-57 Pot Bullies-45
PEKAS-77 Bel Do-77-11
CELTICS-62 Animals-28
HOT DOG 67-75 Lamb/Ch-30
RAIDERS-66 Great Owens-28
THETA CHI-78 DelSigns-11
THETA CHI-90 APO-16
HOT DOG 67-72 APO-30
JAYLOOS-62 Criscos-39

STANDINGS

INDEPENDENT W-L PCT.
Cell   2-3 .400
Jaylos 4-1 .800
Chincups 2-3 .400
Bullies 2-3 .400
Pot Bullies 1-1 .500
Raiders 1-2 .333
Great Owens 0-5 .000
Animals 0-5 .000

FRATERNITY W-L PCT.
Theta Chi 2-0 1.000
Chi Chi 1-1 .500
Hot Dog #2 2-1 .667
Hot Dog 2-1 .667
Delta Sigma 0-3 .000
Lamb Chi 0-3 .000
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MORRIS'S

ESSO SERVICE

"We Are Hoppy To Serve You"
1100 E. Lexington Ave.
High Point, N.C.
Phone 608 5765

STEVE'S PIZZA HOUSE

Friendly Service and Best Pizza in Town
1 Block East of Main
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Diamond Ring
Deal Offered

(Advertisement)

Men, are you on the verge of becoming engaged, or at least shopping around for the perfect one? The beautiful diamond at a bargain price?

If so, one of your fellow students has just the deal for you! Mr. Gary Craver has established a personal contact with the district "Keepsake" wholesale dealer of Va., N.C., and S.C.

The agent, Mr. Delmar Hayes (who attended HPC), hopes to help out college students in purchasing a ring that they would not ordinarily be able acquire as college students.

The package bargain consists of any style top-grade "perfect center" Keepsake diamonds for wholesale price (approx. 1/2) to students. There are absolutely no strings attached and no obligations to fulfill.

The wedding band is included free of charge with each purchase. If interested contact Gary Craver, a major in the business department to set up an appointment.
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A lowdown scoop neck and contrast piping spark this no iron, honeycomb cotton knit from White Stag. $3.50. It's the last word when coupled with White Stag's softly tapered bonded knit pant that is side zipped and buttoned at the waist. $10.00.

The Scoop
From White Stag

STEVE'S PIZZA HOUSE

Friendly Service and Best Pizza in Town
1 Block East of Main
117 English Road

COLLEGE VILLE

SHOPPING CENTER

Assembly To Feature Pop Concert Harpist

Town Hall, New York was the scene of Goodman's solo debut in 1959. Goodman will present a program of original songs, for which he wrote both words and music. Among the selections will be American folk ballads, Spanish songs, French folk songs; and selections from the American musical theater, such as "Lord Randall," "Green Steven," "La Despedida," "Shenandoah," "A Wonder As I Wander," "Try to Remember," "They Call Me Windy Maria," and "Camelot." Goodman will be assisted by Miss Rebecca Montgomery, pianist.

Students, Faculty Scrimmage Tonight

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Gymnasium the sophomore class will sponsor a student-faculty basketball game.


Students expressing their sentiments for Elon basketball, the "Old-" timers" will depend on Mrs. Gwen Watson and alternates for support.

NCEA Elects New Officers

GPC Unit of the North Caro- lina Education Association re- ectionally elected officers for the year 1967-1968, announced Dr. Leon L. Harris.

Newly-elected officers are President, Dr. Allen Thacker; Vice President, Professor Alvin Myrick and Secretary-Treasurer, C. W. Brawley. Delegates and alternate dele- gates for the Annual Convention of the NCEA, April 5-6, in Ashe- ville, were also elected. Delegates are delegates Dr. Allen Thacker and Mrs. Owen Watson and alternates delegates Mrs. John Shel- ton and Dr. L. L. Harris.

Miller Hangs

Last Friday students expressed their sentiments for Elon bas- ketball coach, Bill Miller, by hanging him in effigy from the victory bell tower behind Ro- bert Harris. Before most students saw the effigy of Miller, the sign was removed from the dummy's chest, leaving room for consid- erable speculation as to whom the dummy might represent. Delegates are delegates Dr. Allen Thacker and Mrs. Owen Watson and alter- nates delegates Mrs. John Shel- ton and Dr. L. L. Harris.

The culprit remains at large.
Legalities Clarified

Many discerning students on this campus are confused over the legality of a write-in candidate for an SGA election. Kappa Delta Pi, an Honor Society in Education, has written a letter this week showing great concern for this matter and quick condemnation for the SGA and the students. The Hi-Po did some legal sleuthing in the Itty-Bitty Building and consulted a lawyer in an attempt to provide some constructive examination of the situation; somethingappa Delta Pi has obviously failed to do. It was discovered that presently write-in candidates are legal in all 50 states and their municipalities. To prohibit a write-in candidate is a blatant infringement upon individuals' rights of choice, thereby violating the democratic process, a process which is preeminent of the SGA Constitution explicitly supports.

Furthermore, unless a constitution SPECIFICALLY prohibits a write-in candidate it is considered legal. Lastly, if the writers of the Constitution intended to exclude write-in candidates, would have so stated. The Hi-Po suggests that if students wish to prohibit write-in candidates they get busy and write such an amendment into the Constitution, if they so desire.

Students Have Nightcap?

The North Carolina General Assembly is not only the only body facing the question of the availability of alcoholic beverages.

Several other states have recently bundled proposals on theliquor issue, and the North Carolina Supreme Court is now working on a case testing the legality of North Carolina's local option system.

The case arose when the city of Reidsville voted to establish an ABC store. This action occurred after the people of Rockingham County (where Reidsville is located) voted against establishing the local option system.

One of the most interesting features of this case is that it is being brought down by the attorneys for the city of Reidsville, who are attempting to show complete disregard for the will of the people.

The Rule Allows Students 18 and Older ...

In lieu of The Hi-Po's recent report on the subject of SGA elections, a great deal, or should I say a lot, has been heard emanating from the morass of student indifference. It seems that not only the candidates themselves, but the seemingly social affiliates they are affiliated with are taking offense at The Hi-Po's position. In my opinion, the ineptitude of the candidates in no way reflects on the organizations they represent and even if they were hard the next are not adequate representations for their election. Naturally, one of the candidates is going to assume the position of president, let us hope that he will somehow acquire the capacity to think on the obligation, and responsibilities of the office of president. And furthermore may the more sophisticated candidates present a response of their own.

Legality Clarified
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New Attitudes

By BILL MUNNIS

The word "nightcap" is not a slang term for a drink provided they conduct themselves in an "appropriate" manner that he did not extend overnight.

The mouse had never been done before. But the girls were formerly pro-

By RALPH HOAR

The mouse had remained silent. There he sat, saying nothing, doing nothing, seeming aware of nothing. Then there came a squeak - a rumble - a roar, I stood there - stunned - amazed - shocked. The mouse had roared.

Edgar Sir: I doubt whether they are

George Washington university has passed a rule allowing alco-

Old Comfort

For lo these many years the college or during any absence

sensible approach to college drinking.

The mouse had been awakened. He had been awakened because someone had

"VOICE OF THE STUDENTS"
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...to a lower level. Several colleges and universities have recently amended rules to allow a more liberal outlook.

The girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.

Potpourri

The Girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.

The girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.

The girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.

The girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.

The girls were formerly prohibited from drinking while at college or during any absence that did not extend overnight.
Vietnam:

**Cong Rely On Enemy For Food**

By JOHN ROBERTS

The Viet Cong guerrilla who needs food immediately to survive will rely on any means of obtaining it or accepting it, even from an enemy.

More than ever before the Viet Cong and main force North Vietnamese regulars must rely on the peasants of South Vietnam, especially in the Mekong Delta, for the food they need to survive on.

The defeat of an American unit larger than company size is certain if a very remote possibility at this time because of our overwhelming superiority in mobility and fire power.

As an enemy group engaged in annihilating action with an American force larger than regulars, it has at least a semblance of judgment and maturity in their selection of SGA candidates for next year. It goes without saying that experience is the best teacher. You are going to have to live with this one—may you profit from your obvious misfortune.

Irregulatly,

P. M. Lemos

---

**Editor's Mail**

It has been a pleasure to work with you during our stay at High Point. We hope to be able to continue to serve you. Thank you again.

Sincerely yours,

L. O. Wright

---

**What is your measure of success?**

**Check these questions:**

- You feel your talents should earn you $12,000 to $14,000 annually within the next two or three years.
- You want a position with unlimited maximum income...where you are paid according to your contribution to profit.
- You want a position of responsibility where your decisions and opinions "make things happen".
- You would like to "pick your own spot" rather than face a lifetime of transfers and moves.
- You want to be assured superior training and continued support in your position.
- You want to work with a large strong corporation...progressive, and growing—affording advancement based strictly on personal achievement.
- You want maximum security for you and your family—the type a concerned company provides—hospitalization and life insurance, retirement benefits, profit sharing.
- You want to get started toward your goal in spite of the possibility of military service.

You are not afraid of the fast expanding, dynamic nature of today's retail market.

If you answered "true" to at least eight of these questions, let's talk. You've just matched yourself to our criteria for #1! Call the placement office for an appointment with the representative of Jewel Box Stores Corporation.

Do it now.

**He'll be here . . .**

---

**Mitchell's ESSO SERVICE**

"We Are Happy To Serve You"  
1100 E. Lexington Ave  
High Point, N.C.  
Phone 888-5966

---

**SGA Sunday Movie**

**Major Dundee**

COLOR:

CHAR-TON-BILL WARNER, RICHARD DAVIES, MICHAEL HUSTON, JR.

---

**Stevie's Pizza House**  
Friendly Service and Best Pizza in Town  
1 Block East of Main  
117 English Road

---

**March 10, 1967**

---

**The Hi-Po**  
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Final Panther Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>GAMES</th>
<th>FG</th>
<th>FT %</th>
<th>FTA</th>
<th>FT %</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Total Gene</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gene Littles</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Lindsey</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Colbert</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Pickett</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill McDermott</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Lownard</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Wall</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Witt</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Spindola</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Matthews</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Davis</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM TOTALS</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>7019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPPONENTS TOTALS 25</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Jaycees finally had everything prepared for their venture of friendship toward the wives. At the appointed arrival time, they were waiting patiently and they smiled. We felt honored.
Patton Forsees $2700 Trustees OK Dorm And Chapel

The Judiciary Council listens to complaints of mismanagement of elections.

Legislature Gives No to Three New Bills

The second bill presented by the Judiciary Council asked that a recording clerk be hired. The duties of the clerk would include recording of special proceedings and issuing of subpoenas. The clerk would receive remuneration for her duties.

Another bill, sponsored by Kay Jackson, calls for an end to discrimination against sophomore and junior female students. The bill requests that sophomore and junior women, having at least a "C" average, be allowed to have automobiles on campus.

If this bill is passed by the Student Personnel office, women students will receive automobile privileges which now are extendable only to men students.

The Executive Council cited as weaknesses in organization of the election: electioneering at the polls, no identity required to vote, ballots not numbered, and inaccurate lists.

In light of these irregularities the justices ruled unanimously in favor of a new election.

The council called for prohibiting anyone to vote in an SGA election who had not paid the Student Activity Fee, after it was brought to the attention of the court that several special students and a former graduate had voted.

The Judiciary Council stated that "there was no dishonest intent involved, ... but called for impeachment proceedings based on negligence.

Legislature provisions as stated in the SGA Constitution require formal charges be brought before the Executive Council before further action. Immediately following the hearing the Executive Council called a special meeting and issued the following statement: "Neglect of duties and performance of duties is not a violation of the Constitution, therefore it is no ground for impeachment."

A special meeting of Legislature has been called for Monday night to establish new election procedures.

Legislature gives nod for three new bills.

Three bills and a revision of the legislative rules of order were given legislative go ahead in a special session of student Legislature last night.

Two of the bills were presented by Bill McManis, chief justice of the Judiciary Council. "In order to eliminate the need for having a member of the Judiciary Council serve as prosector," he said, "the bill provided for a prosecuting attorney who will not be a voting member of the Judiciary Council."

"This will allow the justices to be more impartial in their decisions," added McManis.

There is no easy answer to the problem," commented Patton.

The Hi-vo has copied second runner-up honors for the best small college newspaper in the annual College Press Awards, sponsored by the Charlotte News and Observer. At a luncheon held in the Piedmont Room of the Manger Hotel in Charlotte, Mr. Brody Griffin, representing Knight Publishing Co., presented editor Jim Sloan with privileges which now are extendable as compared with 16 other small college entries from both North and South Carolina.

In commenting on The Hi-vo, the critics said, "This is a paper that combines good writing and some obvious direction from the editor. Much of the news stories are developed in considerable depth and rather complex projects are simplified greatly."

Dr. Patton also announced that top priority will be given to a new dormitory and the proposed religious center and chapel.

Concerning future tuition, Dr. Patton stated that although it is impossible to predict future costs with certainty, present trends indicate an across-the-board increase in college costs through the nation. He theorized that with certainty, present trends in instruction and personnel costs will bring increase in college costs throughout the nation. He theorized that with certainty, present trends in instruction and personnel costs will bring increase in college costs through the nation.

For Three New Bills

Three bills and a revision of the legislative rules of order were given legislative go ahead in a special session of student Legislature last night.

Three bills and a revision of the legislative rules of order were given legislative go ahead in a special session of student Legislature last night.

Three bills and a revision of the legislative rules of order were given legislative go ahead in a special session of student Legislature last night.
Editorials

Immediate Revision

Last night's public hearing of complaints concerning last week's SGA election served to fan the flame of discontent. Most of the session saw remarkable progress in semantics and irrelevancies evolving from personal vendettas; however it accomplished some worthwhile objectives. The Judicary Council's facralrule on impeachment proceedings against Ralph Hoar amounted to admitting no flagrant fraudulent intention inballoting, but still, proposed punishment based on negligence and poor judgement. This decision, in light of constitutional stipulations, appears basically ineffectual.

In regard to SGA elections, the hearing obviously proved that the elections had more than enough discrepancies to warrant a new general vote.

It also magnified the importance of strong constitutional guidelines for governing student affairs. The inadequacy of Constitution, as it now stands, is deplorable. This is exemplified by last night's floundering search for interpretation. Those involved were frantically grasping for defined direction in their actions.

It is too late to rectify the mistake of the last election. The most that can be done at the hearing when issues were aired and the workings of the Student Government were bared for all to see. This is commendable.

It is from this controversy and discontent that we can prevent another comedy of errors in future elections.

Surely the Student Government can realize the necessity and importance of immediate revision of the Constitution.

----------

Editor's Mail

Dear Sir:

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the student body, High Point College for making Homecoming a memorable occasion for our guests and the College family as well. To the students who worked so diligently and contributed so much to the success of our program, we extend our heartfelt thanks.

Very truly yours,

Beverly Ann Deal
Executive Alumni Secretary

Editor

In regard to Kappa Delta Pi's issue of abortion.

The hottest domestic issue being thrown around in state legislatures is the age-old "moral" issue of abortion.

The legislatures in New York, Arizona, and California are all facing amendments to their laws which wholly bar all abortions except those necessary to save the mother's life. The bills propose to allow doctors to authorize abortions in cases of rape or incest, if there is a sizeable risk that the child would be born deformed, and if there is danger to the mother's "physical or mental health."

The strongest opposition to these bills is provided by the Catholic Church. The Church contends that the fetus is a human life from the instant of conception and that destruction constitutes an act of murder.

There is also a large number of pious people who oppose changing the abortion laws on grounds that such new laws would destroy our morals. This is the same type of reasoning that concludes that prohibition stops drinking.

The ridigousness of present laws was vividly illustrated during the thalidomide crisis of several years ago. Yet opponents ignore this fact. They also ignore the fact that many women travel abroad for abortions which are prohibited in their home states. But these are persons who are wealthy enough to afford such a trip. For those not so fortunate there is only one other solution: and thousands die from illegal abortions each year. Not all church groups oppose the changes.

In New York the State Council of Churches has endorsed the bill as has the Federation of Reform Synagogues. But the Catholic Church holds the strongest political positions in all three states.

It is for this reason that it is necessary that any of the bills will be passed in their present forms. The Catholic Church has made great strides to bring itself up to the ideas of the 20th century. It should take an even closer look at itself.

Potpourri

Rules Revisions Needed

By RALPH HOAR

In recent weeks there has been considerable controversy concerning the competence of candidates seeking SGA offices. However, the relative weaknesses of the candidates is total trivia when compared to the constitution under which the elected individuals have to operate. The weakness in the SGA constitution has been realized for a long while. However, it was not until recently that the weaknesses became evident to the majority of the student body.

This year's election brought many of these constitutional shortcomings to the foreground. It became painfully evident that in the absence of regulations regarding voting procedures, write-in candidates, and absentee voting, confusion can reign. There were obvious shortcomings in procedures employed in the elections. These are shortcomings which could be remedied by constitutional revisions. In addition to changes which should be made in the SGA constitution, changes in the penal code and other rules which govern the judiciary council should be considered. The judiciary council has presented two bills to student legislature which would strengthen the framework of the constitution. These bills will provide for the appointment of a prosecuting attorney who is not a member of the judiciary council and for the selection of a clerk to record proceedings and issue subpoenas.

Changes have also been adopted in the rules of order for student legislature. These changes will increase the responsibility of the legislature.

In view of the changes which are being made and the changes which obviously need to be made, next year's executive council, student legislature and judiciary council clearly have their task laid out. There is need for constitutional revision. Suf said.
Editor's Mail

Dear Sir:

Why is it that certain members of "Kappa Delta Pi" have to write letters questioning such an apparently well-established custom as the write-in ballot? Miss Hood should spend more time reading her political science books and newspapers and less on society meetings. State, local, and national elections have always had provisions for the write-in candidates. What better way to show your displeasure for the candidates.

Cite a few examples of recent write-in votes let's look at a few elections. In the election of 1948 J. Strom Thamarond of South Carolina ran on the federal ticket, compiling the votes of Alabama, Louisiana, Missis-issipi.

But of the most recent, we find the write-ins more in demand. In Democrat Ellis Arnall received 54,000 write-in votes. These write-in votes were enough to rob the Republican "Ho" Calloway of victory and give Democrat Laster Maddox an edge in the state legislature where he won on Jan. 18.

So for Miss Hood's edification, this is not how we will decide our local, state, and national elections in the future. Write-in ballots have always been available to all the people can show their preference in a democratic process of election.

In conclusion, it is concerning to think that someday Miss Hood will become an educator in this supposedly teaching others of the principles of good govern-

Hi-Pomania

Class Feasts outlawed

By SUSAN KIGER

An old ruling, recently being enforced by the faculty, concerning students smoking, drinking, and eating in class has been an-
nounced. The ruling passed by the faculty at their meeting last week stated that during class time smoking, eating, and drinking are specifically prohibited. It seems that the student in college, who is paying dearly to attend college, should be able to decide for him-

Ready to Dance

the Night Away

In her dreams of prom night she looks like Cinderella at the prince's ball. That dream comes true with our selection of prom gowns.

THE GUNS OF NARAVONE

GREGORY PECK—DAVID NIVEN—ANTHONY QUINN

THE GUNS OF NARAVONE - JENI PAPAS

GIA SCALA—JAMES DABREI—JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE

RICHARD HARRIS—RAYMOND BURRIS

The Guns of Navarone is an un-forgettable cinematic experience. It is overpowering spectacle, nears shattering suspense, thrilling reality, death-defying courage, explosive action and intense drama all combined to make magnificent entertainment.

We have your favorite sterling pattern ... as featured in Reed & Barton's

SILVER OPINION COMPETITION

See the complete Reed & Barton collection as well as those of other famed silversmiths at
By LARRY WALL

HPC’s (Physical Education) department is definitely progressing as far as indoor playing for the immediate future. Although there has been no release of plans to remodel or improve the present gym facilities, progress has been noted as far as spring sports are concerned.

It is a common thing in most schools to place less emphasis on the baseball and track programs. We are fortunate that our athletic department is aware of the situation and is trying to place the spring sports on a level equal to the basketball program.

The problem is not an easy one and it will take time for plans to materialize.

Dr. Charles Morris, athletic director, spoke with enthusiasm as he told of the progress that has been made on the baseball field. Morris said, “The infield area has been completely regraded and sloped in order for water to run off. New grass has been sown in the infield area and also in the home plate. We need a new screen backstop.” It is hoped that the new screen backstop will be installed soon.

Meanwhile the Fraternity-point-standings battle comes to a hilt between the two undefeated clubs. The Pot Bellies and the Chiquitas are bidding to move past them into first place.

Another profitable addition to the track is the straight-away and four lanes around the track. (At the present time the college track has six lanes in the straight-away and four lanes around the track.)

Turning to the tennis team, which is relatively weak at the present time, there is also a bright future. Dr. Morris, serving as tennis coach, pointed out, “We have a good competitive schedule, so no interest.”

By having no interest he means no players wanting to come out for the team.

Until last week the team only had three members, but three other students expressed interest to play. Now that the roster is up to five, the team can begin to compete.

Leaders Battle for Top Position

Due to well-analyzed scheduling, both sets of division leaders will be playing each other in the last ball games of the intramural basketball season.

In the fraternity division, the Theta Chi’s are bidding to dethrone the defending champion, Phi Delta Chi. While in the Independent league, the Theta Chi’s are bidding to dethrone the defending champions, the Phi Delta Chi’s.

The Pot Bellies recently defeated both the Cellicos and the Chiquitas to move past them into the top spot.

Meanwhile the Fraternity-point-standings battle comes to a hilt between the two undefeated clubs.

PENDENT LEAGUE

The annual banquet will be held March 21 in the Skyroom of the Furniture Mart building at 6:30 p.m.

Bill Beederson, chairman of the Golden Decade Expansion Program, will be the featured speaker. Also on the agenda will be selections from “The Sound of Music.”

Persons eligible to attend are: Basketball players and their dates, cheerleaders, members of the coaching staff, Panther Club members and season ticket holders to basketball games.

HPC Athletic Department Still Unsure Of Renovation Plans

Spring Sports Action - upper left, Tom Kiley; upper right, Bill Fanning, lower left, Ken Machlin; lower right, George Lore.
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Dover Captures SGA Presidency

On the third round of balloting in the top-sixty-1967 SGA elections, Forrest Dover, a junior from Lancaster City, edged out Charlie Karkjian for the top seat on the Executive Council. While having a lead of 303-303 technically Dover was able to win by a one vote margin. Rules require that candidates must win by a majority plus one of the votes cast for the office. There were 618 votes cast in the presidency. The necessary number of votes was 315-Dover's exact tally. Write-in votes for President included Linda Higginbotham, Paul Lemons, and Madeleine Craig. In winning the office of Vice President, Jim Allinson, edged out his opponent Sylvia Pratt 368-226. In the race for Secretary Burkhart McMillan voted out his opponent Sylvia Pratt 368-226. Treasurer Jim Coston was unopposed in this new election. His rival, Barbara Belk, withdrew her candidacy following the previous elections. 

New SGA elections were held after the Judiciary Council declared the previous voting invalid due to the irregularities involved. For this election the Legislature established a special elections committee. Headed by Marty Brooks, this committee established and maintained strict voting procedures. Students were required to present I.D. cards and signatures before receiving a numbered ballot. The Judiciary Council had limited the votes to those students who had paid a student activity fee. In view of the difficulties in the elections, the Legislature has begun work to correct the constitutional deficiencies regarding election procedure.

Tams, Virginians To Head Spring Weekend

Spring Weekend, sponsored by the Student Government Association, will be held April 14-15. Friday night the Tams will be presented in concert at the High Point Moose Lodge 8-12 p.m. Tickets will be $1.50 per person. Only couples will be admitted. Saturday night the Virginians will entertain in concert. This folk concert will be presented in the gym, 8 p.m. Included in the concert will be their hit recording, "44% A Long Walk Back to Paradise". Admission to this concert will be $1.00 per person and anyone may attend. The Virginians have appeared with Bob Hope and have a contract to appear on the Mike Douglas Show and the Johnny Carson Show later this spring. They are also scheduled to take a six-week European tour this summer. Their program consists of a combination of folk-rock, Broadway show tunes, bluegrass, and traditional ballads.

Under contract with Epic Records, they have appeared throughout mid-western Canada and the eastern coast of the U.S.

Books Defaced

Library officials recently disclosed that several books have been defaced and that many have been defaced, with large numbers of pages having been torn out. The Library spokesman feels that the defacing was possibly done by students with stack privileges. While the Library does not intend to make any reprints or take away stack privileges from the student body, it does urge students to be cautious in handling the books. The damaged books, most of which were comparatively new, will have to be replaced by the Library at considerable expense.

HPC Hosts Methodist Trustee Conference

High Point College will sponsor a "Conference for College Trustees" at the Sheraton Hotel April 28-29. Seven North Carolina Methodist Colleges are scheduled to participate. The purpose of the conference is to provide Trustees of North Carolina's Methodist institutions with a program of subjects of prime interest such as: Trustee and College Development; Policy-making; Long-Term Planning; Trustee Relations-Administrative, Faculty, Student Endowment Funds; and the future of Christian higher education. Featured speakers will be Terry Sanford, former governor of North Carolina; Dr. Ralph W. Decker, Director, Department of Educational Institutions, Division of Higher Education, Nashville, Tenn.; Bishop Earl G. Hunt, Jr., Bishop of Western North Carolina Methodist Conference; and Dr. J. L. Zwingle, Executive Vice President, Association of Governing Boards.

(See HPC HOSTS Page 3)

Caravan To Include Williamsburg Visit

Plans for the summer session history caravan have been finalized. This year's caravan will be devoted to the study of colonial American history and will include trips to the historic triangle of Jamestown-Williamsburg-Yorktown in Virginia and Charleston, S.C. Dr. Paul Gradish, Chairman of the History Department, will conduct the six-week course. The main objective of the course is to give the student a comprehensive picture of America from the 1607 landing at Jamestown to the 1776 signing of the Declaration of Independence. Various aspects of colonial history and culture will be explored. The initial phase of the course will include extensive background material and classroom study of commerce, economics, society, and other aspects of the colonial period.

Classroom study will be supplemented by a five-day visit to Williamsburg, Va., and surrounding areas and a three-day trip to Charleston, S.C. Historians in Virginia and South Carolina will work in conjunction with the staffs of Colonial Williamsburg Inc. in arranging for lecture and discussion groups which will include glimpses of economic, cultural, educational, and religious life of colonial America.

Members of the Colonial Williamsburg research and training staffs will work with the caravan during its stay in Virginia. In addition to the lecture sessions, students will take escorted tours through the seven major exhibition buildings including the Governor's Palace, the Capitol, the College, and the Powder Magazine. The tour will also include a visit to Bruton Parish Church and Carter's Grove Plantation. The history caravan was conceived in 1963 by Dr. Wendell Patton and Dr. David Cole. At that time it received national recognition in Time magazine. In former years the caravan has traced campaigns and studied battle fields of both the Revolutionary war and the Civil War. However, this year according to Dr. Gradish, "it was felt that a change should be made. There are many facets of colonial America which should be studied."
EDITORIALS

Critics Demand

SGA elections are finally over with Forrest Dover emerging as Student Government leader next year. The campaign was a long and complicated one, but valuable in its lesson to student voters.

The Hi-Po congratulates the new president and all the newly elected officers. With their new offices come what is hoped will be a great responsibility to the students they represent. For any election which seeks such a close presidential race can depend on numerous critics. The president should not be allowed to do less than the best that can be done with his office.

While we are congratulatory to the new Executive Council, we must also remind them that their job has just begun and that dynamic student leadership is maintained.

Dear Sir:

I have just finished reading Susan Albee's article in The Hi-Po on the prohibition of eating, drinking, and smoking in the classrooms. Her vast capacity for myopic, insatiable reasoning surprises and amazes me! Many students in this campus have already proved themselves too filled with indigestion and too oversaid with irresponsibility to be given complete liberty to eat, drink, and smoke when and where they please. Why, for goodness sake! Would mature and reasonable people leave the little tables in the foyer of Roberts Hall cluttered with cups, cans, and only cruder wrappers and cigarette packages?

Please pass the word on to Susan that mature and grown-up collegians have spilled their drinks in classrooms; they have left cups on desks and on the floor, many times; they have mashed cigarette butts onto the floor; others have left them on the floor without even snuffing them out; and they do strew the campus with drink cups and cans. They are unsanitary, some of whom do not smoke. Some of these are affected adversely by tobacco smoke in those quarters and concentrations.

The way I see it, it is a frighteningly unthoughtful and grossly immature self-centeredness that does not want the non-smoker to have any place—ever—in which the air is not heavily polluted with cigarette smoke.

A little self-control might be one of the worthy goals of an education for him (or her) who cannot do without food, drink, and a smoke for a 24-minute period to attend class.

Respectfully,

Joseph Godwin
P.S. It is not true that women students do not smoke openly on this campus.

Dear Sir:

What makes it wrong for anyone, even a member of an "honorable society" to express an opinion as a citizen of a "democratic" college campus as to why should Miss Hood be named as a competent teacher and citizen and a disgrace to an honor society for questioning the validity of write-in candidates in our SGA elections?" Degrading Miss Hood as an individual was highly out of place and uncalled for.

What is the role of a good citizen in politics—to try to right the wrongs of public institutions and to publicly condemn a person for being concerned about the constitutional procedures of the SGA elections? Maybe it would benefit the entire campus to take a course in good citizenship.

Sincerely yours,

Mary-Jo Hall
Nancy Holcombe

Editor's Mail

Ev Dirksen

Senator Seeks Revenge

By BILL MULINS

Senator Dirksen is at it again. Hastag failed in his attempt to get Congress to pass an amendment oversaling the Supreme Court's decision on a school prayer bill, he resorted to a new method to get the thing to be heard. His anger had been aroused this time over the one-man-one-vote decisions. The senator from Illinois, who is always so eager to protect "people's" government, was quick to uphold that many state legislatures were controlled by small percentages to their populations.

Since the Court's decision Dirksen has been pushing for the State legislatures to vote to call a constitutional convention. The United States Constitution provides that on application of two-thirds of the states, Congress "shall call a convention for proposing Amendments." Two-thirds of the states would have to sign. So far no state legislatures have passed bills calling for this convention and both major parties are expected to act in the near future. The danger of such a convention lies in the fact that there is no stated means of controlling the issues. If one is called the delegates, who because of this nature of the convention, would probably try to change the Court's decisions and the liberal laws passed by the more recent sessions of Congress. The civil rights legislation which would be destroyed, labor unions abolished, or amendments might be passed to bring back McCarthy era. But this is what Dirksen is pushing so hard.

However, Congress may have an ace up its sleeve. The vagueness of the wording "Congress shall call a convention" may leave an opening whereby Congress could take years especially if a filibuster is used.

It is fairly certain that the convention will eventually be called, and so Dirksen will have another chance to get even with the Supreme Court. Senator Dirksen continually seeres constitutional methods to destroy the document he so loudly loves. It's amazing how many people praise such hypocrites.

Potpourri

Campus Needs Willows

By RALPH MOAR

Once more spring has reached its horsey head. Nightly "freezes" may be seen in fond embraces winding their way through the "dadd" beds. Winter was wont its sweet fragrance upon the newly green leaves and the magnolias prepared to blossom forth in all that is soothed by nature.'

Southern springtime succeeds the fondest dreams of any romantic, its soft sweetness perpetually abounds with communions and mint juleps. Morpheus, the slumbering god, supplanted his perch upon Roberts Hall, calling the rays of the early spring sun. And, occasionally blinks his soft-tanned eyelids at the campus below. So druff, he has noticed with some chagrin a definite lacking element—weeping willows.

But, the southern gentleman he professes to be, Morpheus was aroused, bared and born under the wistfulness of a weeping willow tree. The days of his youth were spent in gleeful play in the sheltering shade of a willow. He vowed his first love, Minnie, under those slender hanging branches.

Then a last for greater knowledge bore him away from the swayings of many of his breeze swept haven and carried him to the perch upon Roberts Hall. From his lofty look he could salidly survey the surrounding campus and sighed longingly for the shade of his stately weeping willow. But alas he was destined to spend a sorrowful May without his stately weeping willow.

From his perch, Morpheus wept for his willowy willow and the wind there in. He saw below him all the graciousness he had formerly known, the magnolias, the wisteria in the columns and uncrowded juleps. But he missed his faithful weeping willow tree. He missed its subtle soothing shade and its soft swaying.

There was nothing Morpheus could do but sit hopefully upon his lofty lookout and pray that someone would plant some swaying southern weeping willow trees. Then he could bring Miss Minnie to visit him and they could relive those wistful hours they used to spend under the shade of the old willow tree.
Rawley Admires Student, Comments On Teaching

By SALLY REED

Mrs. Shirley Rawley, HPC's administrative professor of English, openly expressed her dislike of having a personal interview, only moments later to explain that during her college days she had to overcome the problem of shyness. "The thought of getting up in front of people and speaking left me cold," was the phrase she supposedly did to. There was no place for her to hide, so she could not go out, no matter how the man stood outside the door. She learned in the opposite direction in the opposite girl, her heart,

"Even now as a mother, a wife, and a teacher I have difficulty finding my own voice," Mrs. Rawley said. "I feel like I don't give others the warm usual

"MAN ON THE HALL!"

"My chief objective about students when they come into the classroom..." (Continued from Page 1)

Dear Sir:

Pastures which were presented at the Easter assembly. These are things you can give them. This is not the usual practice in a college, I should be understo

"Dear Sir:"

"I am, therefore, that the wo-

"the word and the power of God be

Dear Sir:

New KB officers include Eileen Brandt, president; Linda Hopkin, vice president; Susan Fowl-

"“MAN ON THE HALL!”
Big O's Corner

Were NAIA All-American Nominations A Farce??

By BOB OKEV

The Purple Panther of the High Point College basketball team has once again had its tail pulled.

Earlier in the year Commissioner Haven and co-workers grabbed the Panther by the tail and dragged him from top of the conference standings to a tenth place finish.

Then they tugged a little harder by forcing him to forfeit all district and non-conference games also.

Finally the "grab the Panther tail" contest has become a national pastime.

Littles Quenches Aspirations!

By WILLIE SHAW

To Gene Littles, basketball is a major interest in his life, but being an independent individual is more important.

Littles found a stereotype of independence after high school. Being academically eligible and graduating as president of his senior class, he was college material.

"When I got out of high school I didn't want to go to college," remarked Littles. "It was like a lot of kids. All I wanted to do was earn the money for a car."

SO LITTLEs OBTAINED work in the government's printing office in his hometown, Washington, D. C. While earning the dollar money, he was able to quench his basketball aspirations by playing with the Cortez Peters team in AAI basketball.

"I played against the finest boys in the game, I think. But the job wasn't what I had been looking for," said Littles.

"At work I got into a rut, I got sick of it. I knew that if I were to develop, I would need a college education."

IT WOULD BE basketball that would bring colleges to Littles, and it was High Point College which Littles chose.

"College was hard at first. It still is," Littles began to laugh. "People tell me it's going to get easier, but when in the world is it?"

After seeing his second year of college basketball fall shorter than in his prior year, Littles reflected askance, "We didn't have a chance to win anything this year. Wait till next year, we will show them."

Firing at several "sportsmen" in the Carolinas Conference, Littles continued:

"They're going to have trouble on their hands next year. They're going to need more than what they had this year to keep us out of the conference tournament."
Eight professors not returning next year

High Point College

Dr. Clifford Hinshaw, former dean, succumbs to cancer...

Dr. Clifford Hinshaw...17 years as dean.

Forbes Memorial Library
High Point College
High Point, North Carolina

Time Magazine Announces Acceptance of College Ad

Time Magazine has accepted an advertisement submitted by High Point College. The correspondence of the copies of the ad have been received by the college; however, no date has been set for its appearance in the national publication.

"Recently Time Magazine announced in its Publisher's Letter that Time would consider running free of charge messages from institutions of higher learning provided that the messages demonstrated the imagination and understanding of education and medical practice. "

Who Got the Shaft?

"I don't know of any more remarkable person than Mr. Hinshaw. He was a man of truest worth and character."

Dr. Wendell Price, retired professor of Education, said of Mr. Hinshaw, who served as professor of Education and psychology, and who was a member of the college faculty for 17 years.

Dr. Clifford Hinshaw...17 years as dean.

High Point College
April 14, 1967

New Editor Elect

Lynn Simone, junior from Union, N.J., has been elected editor of the Zenith for 1967-68 academic year.

Dr. Robert Hinshaw, former dean of the college, and student newspaper advisor, has announced the appointment.

New Editor Elect

Lynn Simone, junior from Union, N.J., has been elected editor of the Zenith for 1967-68 academic year. She replaces Barbara McEwan as editor. Other Zenith officials will be selected later by the new editor-elect.

The Zenith will be presented to Dr. Wendell Patton during honors day assembly. It will be distributed to students immediately following assembly.

Taking as an example High Point here the college budget required that 8% of student tuition be reserved for college operating expenses. This compares poorly with a national average of less than 5%, or a value of 50, when considering state institutions. As such, it is the faculty salary which suffers most.

It is interesting to note that the lowest offer elsewhere that I received is $3,000 more than I received here, with the highest ranging $4,000 more. This means that High Point must be content with a faculty which is substantially underpaid by normal standards. And the faculty must be content with being underpaid, and this usually encompasses many individuals who are not interested elsewhere.
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In Tribute

Seldom does one hear praise for a man all the way from the campus cop to the highest administrative official and from countless students in between. Dr. Clifford Hinshaw had that distinction and many more.

A long time pillar of High Point College, Dr. Hinshaw contributed greatly to the growth of the school during his forty years of service. It was through his administrative guidance that High Point made it through the lean years of its existence. "He was a tower of strength in keeping the college going," related N. P. Yarborough.

With such a legacy of achievement and impressions, it is certain that Dr. Clifford Hinshaw will long be remembered by this school for his inspiration.

Latest Look

A nameplate is something a newspaper does not want to change. The design which makes the title of any newspaper very important and is what distinguishes it from all others.

In this department The Hi-Po has been searching. Recently this newspaper was given a new image, one that we feel has been long overdue.

The latest modern design, contributed by Bennett Advertising in High Point, brings The Hi-Po up to date and gives it a fresh type-graphical congruity.

The outgoing editor hopes that the search for the appropriate nameplate has ended and that now tradition can take over.

Competition Begins

The next three issues of The Hi-Po will be edited and controlled by those individuals who have applied for the position of editor for next year.

In this competition, candidates will be judged on their organizational ability, journalistic prowess, and page two effectiveness. Each applicant must submit his or her candidacy. A personal interview will be conducted by the newspaper advisor and the retiring editor.

Competition and interview is the fairest and most concrete method of choosing the holder of such an influential and potentially powerful position.

The question of quality faculty is an acute one for the small liberal arts college, and at HPC it may be compounded by our comparative size. Many of the fine professors now at HPC are few and far between for schools like High Point. A substantial increase in salary is the strong point toward development.

It is time to stop beating the bushes for good instructors. If we do not admit the need for improving the quality of instructors, it will prove detrimental to the basic reason of its existence.

Salary increases to insure a worthwhile instruction? It is time to stop beating the bushes for good instructors. If we do not admit the need for improving the quality of instructors, it will prove detrimental to the basic reason of its existence.

The perfect example of the tendency setting policy is in the regulation on man-shuffling on the lawn in front of McCulloch. Several years ago this practice was allowed only on Sunday mornings. That rule was easily understood.

Yet at the last meeting of the male dorm students it was brought out that man-shuffling in front of McCulloch was forbidden at all times. That rule, as does so much with athletics, is small time. That rule also applies to the auditorium lawn facing West College Drive.

The reasoning behind this prohibition, according to the house mothers, was that the townspeople objected. Are there objections to High Point citizens man-shuffling in our private yards? This same consideration should be given to students who have no private yard.

Also, more generally, I feel that if we do not admit the need for improving the quality of instructors, it will prove detrimental to the basic reason of its existence.

Although Morpheus exercised crafty judgment in his appraisal of last week's entertainment, I found none of his reasoning quite interesting.

Since he seems to be on top of everything, I decided to ask him about his reaction to the Golden Duke. His eyes sparkled when I mentioned the subject. Then I detected a slight frown on his face.

"What could I possibly say? There was something of the philosopher about him, "I mean it doesn't make much difference what I mean - maybe some new things could move a lot faster around here if we had a lot more "skiddoo" spirit."

As soon as he left the office, I heard a voice saying, "Yes, Morpheus, just what do you and Minnie do last weekend?'"

Minutes later, "Oh, Minnie and I went to the Mardi Gras or for the Rockfish Reunion, please, but if you think we were going to go that small time dancing you're off your step!"

What could I possibly say? There was something of the philosopher about him, "I mean it doesn't make much difference what I mean - maybe some new things could move a lot faster around here if we had a lot more "skiddoo" spirit."
As light and frothy as cotton candy, refreshing as air breathing after a spring shower are the words to describe "Little Mary" and her host of friends, often fearless, occasionally frightened, always fun, and with smiles anyone who still loves "Mother and applepie" experiences while listening to a rehearsal of "Little Mary Sunshine" Tower Players' spring production directed by Don Brogna.

The show has been in rehearsals four weeks and the usual "production blues" are nowhere in evidence. Many that have gone unnoticed since childhood are being painfully rediscovered with the help of skilled and seasoned choreographer Steve Patraskie. Voices, for some-seasoned, for others - seasonal, are being blended into satirical bits of melodious melancholia by musical director Frances Redding. All this activity is soon to culminate in the production and predictably rave reception of "Little Mary Sunshine." April 29-30.

Mary and "Big" Jim manifest their love in song.

Choreographer, Steve Patraskie demonstrates technique with Dana Scotten.

Jenny Bond and Frances Garris flaunt their sophistication.

By SUSAN KIGER

Perhaps it is too late in our lives to begin to do something about sex education in college, but this week a High Point College Sex Attitude Survey has been released to the students through the college office, soliciting the students on the campus concerning premarital intercourse, masturbation, and homosexuality.

One of the questions on the survey has brought to mind whether a course of sex education should be taught here. Many people still cling to the idea that sex should be handled in the home. Many parents would prefer that their children be completely oriented to the fact that their children will learn about sex from their peers at school, or that they will learn about it from personal experience.

"Therefore, many parents today have left the sex education of their children to the random guessing or dangerous experimenting. Since many children growing up today haven't learned the correct use of sex as pertains to our changing moral attitudes, it is almost necessary for the schools, colleges, and universities of today to inform the students of the changing moral attitudes, and thus enable them to bring to their Colorado Inn a warmth to soothe the savagery. These are feelings anyone who still loves "Mother and applepie" experiences while listening to a rehearsal of "Little Mary Sunshine" Tower Players' spring production directed by Don Brogna.

The show has been in rehearsals four weeks and the usual "production blues" are nowhere in evidence. Many that have gone unnoticed since childhood are being painfully rediscovered with the help of skilled and seasoned choreographer Steve Patraskie. Voices, for some-seasoned, for others - seasonal, are being blended into satirical bits of melodious melancholia by musical director Frances Redding. All this activity is soon to culminate in the production and predictably rave reception of "Little Mary Sunshine." April 29-30.

Mary and "Big" Jim manifest their love in song.

Choreographer, Steve Patraskie demonstrates technique with Dana Scotten.

Jenny Bond and Frances Garris flaunt their sophistication.

Little Mary (Nancy Taylor) receives support from sympathetic Forrest Rangors, (L-R) Jim Sloan, Roger Stuart, Marty Hedrick, and D. Jerry Profitt.

Hi-Pomania
Instruct In Sex Attitudes?

By RALPH HOAR

"As I see it, the paternalistic approach of the small college president in new virtually non-existent. Seldom does the president of a college, whether the institution is large or small, serve solely as the spiritual or educational leader of the college community."

"The attitude of the college president varies greatly from one area to another, depending upon the greatest need of the institution," Dr. Patton stated. "The main difficulty facing chief administrators today is their inability to adapt to the needs of a college."

"The modern college president must be versatile and can change his concentration of efforts from one area to another, depending upon the greatest need of the institution." Dr. Patton states.

"The role of the small college president has indeed changed in the last 20 years. In this time span, we have witnessed a great "about face" in concepts of presidential leadership. A vast modernization has taken place. A modernization which is required if higher education is to keep abreast of the 20th century.

THE AMOROUS ADVENTURES OF MOLL FLANDERS
A delightful satirical piece for those who love and enjoy loving and being loved. Kim Novak portrays Defoe's 18th century Candy counterpart. "Her adventures take her through marriages, seductions and a lapse into dissoluteness." The raucous, rowdy plot is over-shadowed by enchanting pictures of London and the English countryside of two centuries ago.

College President Must Be Versatile

The AMOROUS ADVENTURES OF MOLL FLANDERS
A delightful satirical piece for those who love and enjoy loving and being loved. Kim Novak portrays Defoe's 18th century Candy counterpart. "Her adventures take her through marriages, seductions and a lapse into dissoluteness." The raucous, rowdy plot is over-shadowed by enchanting pictures of London and the English countryside of two centuries ago.

THE MODERN COLLEGE president must be versatile and can change his concentration of efforts from one area to another, depending upon the greatest need of the institution." Dr. Patton states.

"Whether the need of the college president varies greatly from school to school. Many presidents would disagree with me in my concept of the president's role."

ONE OF DR. PATTON'S major concerns is that small college president has been able to show him a "plan that will assure a college's continued existence."

This is one of the chief duties of a college president: to offer plans that assure the institution's continued success. "Of course the Board of Trust-ees serves to offer such much of the direction," the president should serve to carry out the policies of the Board of Trustees. "The powers of the president should not be so great as to supersede the Board. In fact, the Board of Trustees should be able to remove the president of the college at any time. Most presidents insist upon not having a contract."

"The role of the small college president has indeed changed in the last 20 years. In this time span, we have witnessed a great "about face" in concepts of presidential leadership. A vast modernization has taken place. A modernization which is required if higher education is to keep abreast of the 20th century.


SPORTS

Panthers Falter, Top Guilford, Face Apps

By LARRY WALL

Tom Blanciak came to HPC to play baseball, completely unaware that his future would lead him to stardom as a trackman. Blanciak, a native of Vander- grift, Pa., graduated from West Area Senior High School where he lettered three years in basketball and baseball.

Tom first heard of HPC through Tom Quinn, former Panther coach, as he was asked to come in and try out for the basketball team. After arriving on campus in 1963, he decided not to play baseball. He lettered on the team his freshman year and decided to drop that sport also.

Asked why he suddenly took an interest in track, he said, "Coach Hartman related, 'Cooke had a hot streak last week and we are hoping that they are a good defensive club."

Hartman concluded, "The boys have been hitting good in the clutch. This aspect of the game has carried us.""
Senior schedule
April 21 - 10:30 a.m. Rehearsal for investment service in auditorium
April 20-21 - 1-4 p.m. Pick up caps and gowns from the bookstore
April 22 - 9-12 a.m. Last day of cap and gown pick up in bookstore
April 26 - 10:30 a.m. Senior Investiture
May 4 - 10:30 a.m. Dr. Rimbau Memorial program for seniors
May 13 - 7 p.m. Senior Banquet in Harrison Hall
May 16 - All senior exams to be completed
May 20 - 10 a.m. Commencement practice in gymnasium
May 21 - 11 a.m. Baccalaureate Service in auditorium - 3:30 p.m.
Commencement in gymnasium

Cycle, bug collide
Dean F. L. Edward's car and Bob Laffrey's motorcycle reflect the results of the head-on collision which occurred last week.

"I must have hit a rock or something. The wheels just started to wobble," related Laffrey. Losing control of his vehicle, he crashed into the packed car and was thrown onto and over the car.

Lauding on his feet, Laffrey found himself with minor injuries.
**EDITORIALS**

**Bitterness, hate, mistrust**

During the past semester many instances of student discipline have occurred. After each carriage of "justice," whether by the administration or student government, anyone related with the persons involved have quick expressed their opinions. Due to the fact that students have kept their candid views to themselves, an atmosphere of bitterness and mistrust, and hate has settled on the campus.

It is a simple matter to disagree with the decisions of someone in power. Few students, frustated at what exacte can be given to the confusion of these emotions.

Upon our campus has fallen a fear and stillness which only emphasizes the insecurity of students who no longer have respect for college officials.

The hour has come when students must openly express themselves if they wish to change present situations and conditions. If students are to dwell with hate and mistrust, they will continue to complain behind closed doors of the disagreements around them.

But, if students want to have campus falacies righted, they must be a part of the movement to do so; they must speak out, letting known their ideas.

In the last week, President Patton was confronted with the knowledge that students were in a state of unrest and discontent, and he blamed himself. He admitted that the financial aspect of the college had drawn him beyond the students, and he no longer was aware of their problems.

No longer could he act in ignorance of the campus atmosphere, for he had been engaged personally and given insight into the crises which presently hold the campus in a state of possible upheaval and erratic actions.

President Patton expressed the desire to know the personal feelings of his individual students.

The amount of time spent on financial matters of the college by the president can be understood; yet, his unawareness of the students' personal needs as related to the campus cannot be condoned.

But, support for him in his endeavor to uncover the reasons for the bitterness, mistrust, and hate between students and college officials must be given.

The instrument which can be given to President Patton to probe out the nature of the personal opinions of each student is what is wrong with HPC, what is wrong with its officials, and what is wrong with its students. And this, he must be able to use before he can be expected to solve the problems.

We are not here to hesitate or to fear to rally with your views. HPC will never be strong, solely as a result of the employment of its personnel, and it is functioning.

Conditions of the present have made necessary a definite action by the students, it is the Hi-Po's challenge to each student that he or she make this change.

Action cannot be taken to correct the needs of HPC until the cause of these needs are known.

President Patton has appealed to the Hi-Po to urge each student to express himself to him either through conference, phone call, or written note. But it must be asked to respond, for the time will not come.

Only with knowledge and insight can President Patton take the needed action; and correct the averse areas which bitterness, mistrust, hate, and hatred have created.

We can help in this fight to make the required changes, and we will be able to witness the first of our efforts take up as positive action in correction.

Only then will bitterness be felt as contentment, mistrust sensed as security, and hate turned to respect.

---

**You are my eyes**

**Concerts face crisis**

By Jim Coston

Has cooperation become an unnecessary evil never to be realized in the waves of ecstatic music, bottles of "free," glasses of liquor and good times? Will there ever be some degree of effort on the part of the students and their leaders substantial enough that future concerts and dances will not be a financial embarrassment to this college? These questions, and others of the same nature, are being brought up by student and college officials as the life or death of future concerts being decided. Essential to the success of any event of entertainment is adequate and proper planning. Publicity of all types, radio, newspaper, posters, should inaugurate three weeks before the scheduled concert or dance. In our case, publicity began six days beforehand, and consisted of campus posters along with nothing else. Concern should be set up to ascertain who will be responsible for the details of ticket selling, advance and at the gate, obtaining a dance area or building by written agreement rather than "telephone contract," and arranging the necessity needs of the performers, bowls, soft drinks, dressing area, electric equipment, and lighting. In our case these duties were carried out by the SGA Treasurer and Entertainment Committee Chairman in joint mercy with their duties, since such committees were ever named.

Certainly it is resolved by all that something should be done to improve the entertainment at High Point College. Perhaps, if concerts and dances should be completely done away with, But more help is urgently so that concert financing be changed. This would involve either a reallocation of student fees, so as to have a concert fund with a definite budget allowance, or additional student fees to form a concert fund, in both cases students of High Point College would be in advance for all shows, guaranteeing that no money would be lost. However, this has a was side, also. Those students who would not want to go to the various forms of entertainment would have to pay the required amount regardless of their interest, and hopefully, students of High Point College, and in the hope that those of us will not do so, along with those who did, will realize that the $628 that was lost in the Fire show is the legal of every student at High Point College, because the SGA is financed. Student activity fees and, in part, in "apology" to the Virginia Gal's for the excellent still event they gave Saturday night. Embarrassment is expressed for such an uncalled and unwarranted student body.
"There was an old woman who lived in a shoe, she had so many children she didn’t know what to do."

By changing the environment to McCulloch Dorm, the old woman to a cheerful lady and advancing the children to student status, we get an idea as to how a resident counselor may feel.

Mrs. Hazel Long, men’s resident counselor of McCulloch Dorm, began her duties June 1964 as counselor in Millis Hall during the summer term.

By taking a sincere interest in each student, she is often referred to as “mom away from home.” Mrs. Long says her main objective of being here is to make the boys feel like this is their home away from home.

“I didn’t say I accomplished my objective, but I do try,” commented the resident counselor.

The counselor is on call twenty-four hours a day. She is available for all students and their needs at any time. Mrs. Long said, “I received a call at 3 a.m. and was asked to call a doctor for one of my boys, I enjoy being needed.”

McCulloch Dorm has 180 male students and to keep them all in order required a tremendous effort, the job is considered a challenge by Mrs. Long. Among the counselor’s main duties are helping the students adjust to the new life, creating an atmosphere for good morals, seeing that the student makes his grade, and giving advice when a student has a problem.

Mrs. Long wants the best for all her boys. She insisted that the dorm have a new lounge. The request was granted, and she was selected to choose the furnishings. Students usually have bookwork to complete and so does the dorm mother. She said, “We keep records on all students and must keep them up-to-date at the beginning and end of the year.”

Mrs. Hazel Long works skillfully over her residents annual reports.

"Mom away from home" loves being needed.
One day week makes Blosse top pitcher

This is the time of year Ray Blosse enjoys. He gets to pitch baseball at least one time a week, when he is not on the mound facing a tough conference opponent he is found along the sidelines zipping his fast ball. Blosse, full of confidence and devoted to the game of baseball, currently has a 5-0 pitching record. He is scheduled to go after his sixth win tonight against Pfeiffer.

The undefeated pitcher attended Surryattville High School in Maryland where he lettered in baseball and basketball. Blosse is interested in HPC. "I heard that basketball was my favorite pitch," says Ray. "This is my favorite pitch," says Ray, "as of late." Ray has contributed the most to the HPC basketball team. Blosse enjoys. He gets to pitch in the big games.

Due to lack in space, bowling news has been reduced to listings only in the scoreboard.

The difference between pitching in high school and college is like night and day. Blosse commented, "In high school, teams have only two or three good hitters and here there are good hitters in at least the first seven positions." Ray pointed out that it is very important that the Panthers win the regular season title. "By winning the title we can lose in the tournament and still get to play the journey winner in hopes of advancing to the district playoffs. But, he said, in the very next breath, "If we win the regular season title and the conference tournament, we would not have to play anyone in our league again. We would automatically advance to the playoffs.

Concerning the pitcher team, Ray related, "This team has a lot of guts. It reminds me of the Wolverines. One day week and Ray is ready. "I like to pitch in the big games." It is usually said that the best pitchers are assigned to hurl the "big" games. The "big" one is tonight and Ray is ready. "I like to pitch in the big games." Blosse is a pressure baseball player (one who is calm when the going gets rough), Ray concluded, "I can easily get "psych-ed-up" for the big one."

For the scoreboard

Pfeiffer College comes to town tonight to do battle with the Panthers in a highly important Carolina Conference baseball tilt. Game time is 7:30 p.m.

A pitcher win at Finch Field tonight will almost wrap things up as far as regular season honors are concerned. On the other hand, if the Panthers are victorious, the conference race will probably go down to the wire.

Last week's action saw the Panthers move from seventh place to the second slot as they have won five straight games.

In yesterday's contest with St. Andrews, Nick Perbonisi had four hits in five trips to the plate. The Panthers were defeated 8-4. HPC was successful at the plate but the pitchers were weak from the mound.

The Falcons have recorded ten straight wins. They took over the top spot from Western Carolina.

Don Cooke, Panther leading hitter, has extended his hitting spree to 13 games. Cooke has managed a hit in each game starting March 28 against Wilmington. He has contributed the most to the major club, it will conclude festivities.

At the athletic banquet the following awards were presented:

Tennis
Delta Sigma 13
Lambnda Chi 11
Pike 10-1-2
Pinbusters 10
Theta Chi 7-1-2
Lambda Chi #2 7
Cricoes 4-1-2
Pot Bellies 1-2-1

Track
Delta Sigma 13
Lambnda Chi 11
Pike 10-1-2
Theta Chi 7-1-2
Lambda Chi #2 7
Cricoes 4-1-2
Pot Bellies vs. Lambda Chi #2 vs. Pinbusters

Athlete's banquet dated

Tom Dipman, president of the Physical Education Major's Club, announced that the annual athletic banquet will be held Thursday, May 4 at 6:30 p.m. in the Sheraton Hotel.

The banquet will honor members of the baseball, basketball, track, golf and tennis teams.

Participation awards will go to each varsity member; trophies will go to outstanding members in each area.

Presentation of the coveted award, given to the person who has contributed the most to the major club, will conclude festivities.

Friday, April 21, 1967
Apogee Winners To Be Announced May 8

Apogee, HPC literary publication, has been distributed and the final judging is continuing with winners of each category to be announced on Alumni Day, May 8. Kay Benfield, editor of this year’s edition, said she was "very satisfied" with the work submitted and pleased that the final copy turned out as well as it did.

Work submitted to the Apogee gets its first approval from a select reading committee composed of students on the staff. The material is rated by this group on a five-point scale with five points being the top score and one signifying the low rating.

Three Departments Affected by the Work

After the reading committee gives its approval, the entries are then sent to professors and literary critics at various universities and colleges in the state. These judges are reputable individuals noted in their field.

Benfield stated, "The reason the work is sent off campus is because our faculty members could not be objective, as they would likely know the person whose work they would grade. This is a fair and honest means of selecting the best work."

"Ask why the best work in the various categories is determined Benfield related, "The judges pick the best work from each category (poem, short story, review, criticism and the best cover) and tell me the name of the work each,"

The winners will receive a $25.00 cash prize. This is the first time such prizes have been awarded.

Apogee advisor, Dr. Charles Mounts, and Benfield have the final word after being returned by the judges.

The winner will receive a $25.00 cash prize. This is the first time such prizes have been awarded.

Attention Day Students

There will be a meeting for day students Monday, May 8, in the memeiorial Auditorium at 10:30. One of the main purposes of this organizational meeting will be to discuss the election of officers for next year.

Each day student is urged to attend this short meeting and express his interest in his organization.

Three Departments Affected by the Work

Miss Fields, who has taught at High Point College since 1941, is planning to devote her time to private piano and organ instruction.

She has been very good to me," Dr. Deskins has been at High Point College since 1949, and she will be associated with the college as a visiting lecturer. He will be in charge of some classes during the upcoming sessions of summer school and next fall, also.

"I enjoy teaching history too much to give it up." It's fun!" "I've found that the secret to teaching history is making historical characters "come alive" to my students, letting them see that those people were real human beings."

"I usually don't have any discipline problems because when a teacher has the interest of the students, he has no discipline problems."

Dr. Cummings has been with High Point College since 1963 and has recently been in charge of the work in the field. His future plans have not yet been announced.

Book Due May 3

Books due in the library by May 3. This is necessary to clear student records and send them home.

After May 3 books may be used in the library. They may be checked out overnight by special permission only.

Postmaster Gives Hints

W. L. York, High Point Postmaster, recommends that mailing physical procedures in mailing graduation invitations. Invitations should be prepared so that all are faced the same way, separated according to "61-" and "out of town", and then deposited in the mail securely tied in bundles appropriately.

Graduation invitations may be mailed at the third-class rate of five cents per unit, or endorsed "third class" if sealed. However, it is recommended that mailing be at the first class rate of five cents to insure forwarding if necessary. This also allows invitations to be returned if undeliverable, provided a return address is shown.

The Mathematics Department is broadcasting its field of teaching by entering the area of computers and statistics.

New courses in Computer Science and Elementary Statistics are planned for next fall. The following courses will be taught:

- Computer Science is a basic course through computers and computer programming.
- New fall sections of 25 students will be taught.
- Computer language will be included in the course.
- The language of the computer in the research triangle is PL-1, which consists of FORTRAN and COBOL.

Three instructors, one each from the chemistry, history, and fine arts departments, are retiring at the end of this semester. These instructors are Dr. E. C. Cummings, head of the chemistry department; Miss Erwinse Fields, instructor of the organ; and Dr. C. C. Deskins, professor of history.

The Mathematics Department is broadcasting its field of teaching by entering the area of computers and statistics.

New courses in Computer Science and Elementary Statistics are planned for next fall. The following courses will be taught:

- Computer Science is a basic course through computers and computer programming. New fall sections of 25 students will be taught.
- Computer language will be included in the course. The language of the computer in the research triangle is PL-1, which consists of FORTRAN and COBOL.

Dr. Cummings has been with High Point College since 1963 and has recently been in charge of the work in the field. His future plans have not yet been announced.
Day Students Should Show Their Interest

Day students on this campus are generally unaware of the rights and privileges delegated to them by the Constitution of The Student Government Association. Whether this unawareness has been caused by weak leadership of past elected day student officials or by a general unconcern among these students will be shown in the next few days. The meeting to be held Monday and the interest that can be exhibited in it will be the first indication of what has been wrong with the day students' organization.

There are over 400 registered non-resident students listed for this semester and there are many more expected for next year. Each is entitled to representation in the Student Legislature and the Judicial Council.

The Constitution of The Student Government Association provides for a Day Student Council that consists of a president, vice president, treasurer, and five other members. Also provided in the Constitution of the SGA is that the president of the Day Students be a member of the Student Legislature and that two members of the Legislative Council be elected from the day students. What representation have these students been receiving?

Also included in the Student Activity Fee paid by each student at the time of registration is a fund for Day Student Activities, which, to date, over $200 each year that this money is not used by the day students, it reverts to the Contingency Fund. One year this Contingency Fund was used by the day students, it reverts to the Contingency Fund. The money is used by the dormitories.

Each day student who is interested in getting the representation he deserves, or who might be interested in representing his fellow non-resident students is urged to be present at the meeting Monday. Prove that this lack of representation has not been a myth.

Legislative Needs

By BRIAN DITZLER

A survey prepared by a member of the Student Government Legislative Council will be distributed inasmuch as find student-faculty opinion on again seemingly un-related questions.

Though the survey has not been distributed, the question of "Why the survey?" has been asked. As the top of the survey states, "The Student Government can only serve the students by knowing their feeling so that legislation can be enacted that will hopefully alleviate their problems and better their student campus. But "Why the survey?" could simply be answered by saying that there are numerous problems on campus that need to be openly discussed so that all sides of the picture may be viewed and decisions reached.

One of the proposed survey questions originally concerned only the wearing of hats or caps by persons serving food in the cafeteria. When presented to the Legislature, they questioned the constitution of the entire cafeteria. The students have a Grade A listing, but is this obtained only by cleaning up before inspections?

"Do you feel that courses having two or three classes should have one class almost exclusively for students who plan to major in that specific or a related field so that to other students merely fulfilling requirements shouldn't be hurt by curve breakers."

"Would you be in favor of shortening the Christmas-semester break by one week (making it three weeks in duration) and lengthening the spring vacation one week (making it two weeks in duration)?"

"If the Christmas-semester break were to be left as it is, would you favor a three-week, highly intensified repeat course program so that students doing poorly the first semester in a course could repeat it to be able to continue into second semester with originally intended courses in which they probably are preregistered?"

Would you be in favor of a reading, little (or) of several days) before exam instead of the present system of one Reading Day. These added days probably would be subtracted from vacations. Students could use this time for studying. Teachers could use this time for catching up on grading exams and papers, and finishing writing their exams."

It must be emphasized that there are but few of many questions on which the survey will finally provide the specific faculty-student opinions, so that, hopefully more open discussion may ensue and the Student Government Legislature can be guided in forming resolutions and legislation, and ideally, the administration will realize the feelings of students and attempt to meet their expressed needs.

The Trash Pile Solves Problem

By J.J. STILWELL, III

When I was first approached with the proposition of devaluing the into the field of creative writing I searched my inner and for a style that would match my personality.

After much careful thought and consideration, I decided that the only image that would reflect my inner self would be a nervous, hesitant, and inconstant writer. I am a free-lance writer who has been known to use both the French and English languages. I have been known to use anPen name like "Mark Twain." When I was first approached with the proposition of devaluing the into the field of creative writing I searched my inner and for a style that would match my personality.

After much careful thought and consideration, I decided that the only image that would reflect my inner self would be a nervous, hesitant, and inconstant writer. I am a free-lance writer who has been known to use both the French and English languages. I have been known to use anPen name like "Mark Twain."
Dear Sir:

It's just a sort of hobby with me, I get a lot of fun out of it." Petruska attended a teacher's college in Pennsylvania where he became interested in dancing. When asked a question pertaining to the general public's conception of modern dancing, he said that there is a widespread misconception that for the male to dance is "sissy." Most people don't realize how much work there is in dancing. In fact, I work a lot easier with boys than girls, because my dancing is not easy. A boy is naturally stronger and more flexible than a girl.

After seeing some of the girls in "Little Mary Sunshine" run through a couple of the dances, one notices that he has not really failed in their dancing. "I would like to see a couple of people who think dancing is easy take a few ballet lessons; they'll change their minds." Petruska has other hobbies too, such as gambllng. "I'm not addicted or anything like that, but to me it's interesting."

The Easter holiday before he arrived at HPC to begin work with the Tower Players, he was in Puerto Rico being interviewed. When asked whether gambling had proved profitable, he admitted that he usually came out about even. Curious about what he did for a living if gambling and dancing were only hobbies, he was asked what he considered to be his occupation. "Teaching," "Teaching what?" "Remedial reading." He explained that he is an instructor at the North Carolina Advancement School in Winston-salem. Next year he plans to return to Pennsylvania.

In addition to gambling, dancing and teaching, he has taken the lead role in "Carnival" at Winston-Salem's Little Theater.

Friday, April 28, 1967

THE HI-PO

Dancing, Teaching, Gambling
Interest Choreographer

By RANDY BALL

Steve Petruska, choreographer for "Little Mary Sunshine", likes to dance, needless to say, and dances well. He has created dances for schools and theaters for the past seven years. Petruska has never had a dancing course.

Petruska rehearses dance routine from "Little Mary" Bucky Sigmoid and Frances Gorris.

Editor's Mail

Praises Editor Sloan

Dear Sir:

Vainished in the era of The Hi-Po editor, Jim Sloan. There are not anuy students who can or have done what Jim Sloan, with the help of his staff, has done for our college. Words of praise and acclaim have been all too few.

Recalling the three years' newspapers before Jim Sloan's editorship, I for one, must say the previous years' issues certainly did not compare in quality with those of 1966-67. Because this year's issues certainly did exceed previous years' issues in terms of excellence, and so forth.

Sally Charles Reed

ELISHA KORN

A.G.D., K.D. Assist Needy Children

Elisha Dorna, a twelve year old boy of Dornaka, South India, has been adopted by Alpha Gamma Delta.

Elisha, described as a quiet, well-behaved lad who is friendly and co-operative, had a childhood marred with poverty and hunger. His father and mother, who sell eggs and do cooly work, could rarely support themselves, must less their four children. Thus Elisha was sent to the Helen Clarke Home in Dornaka, South India. There he lives in the Dornaka Cathedral Compound which consists of a cathedral, an orthodox school and a hospital and dispensary. The grounds provide plenty of room for play, after school work and chores are finished. Elisha is being taught modern agriculture and carpentry, along with academic subjects. He is also receiving well-balanced meals and the guidance and a certain importance to a young, growing boy.

ONE DAY ONLY
Thursday, May 4, 1967

LONDON GRAPIC A ARS

Presents an exhibition and sale of original, lithographs, etchings, woodcuts

Daumier Cassatt Maillo

Carrou Cortin Picasso

Chagall Dufy Renoir

and many others moderately priced

Auditorium Gallery, High Point College 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SPORTS SHORTS

By LARRY WALL

DOWN THE STRETCH

With only two weeks remaining in the regular season play, HPC will have to muster up more base hits and have superb pitching through their remaining conference games if they hope to be in contention for the top spot in the Carolinas Conference. The loss to Pfeiffer last Friday night dropped the Panthers to third place, and holding on to a 9-4 league mark.

Although the Panthers have the best overall record in the conference (11-2), it is a known fact that this side of the scoreboard does not rate in the chips. Pfeiffer is on top in the standings but only by a slim margin as Guilford is breathing down their necks. Pfeiffer is 14-2 in league play and Guilford has an 11-2 record. The top four teams at the duration of regular season play go to the conference champion. The tournament will be played May 11-13 at a site to be announced. The top four teams at the duration of regular season play go to the conference champion. The tournament will be played May 11-13 at a site to be announced.

WIN OR LOSE

A few Panthers victories and three defeats for either Western Carolina or Catawba could really turn the tables. Western Carolina and Catawba trail the Panthers in the standings. The Panthers could diminish all doubt as to their third place standing by taking both games of a doubleheader from the Catawouns of Western Carolina here tonight.

Appalachian and Guilford are remaining games in conference play for the HPC-nine.

SHOW SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT

As of late the Panthers have shown that they can hit the ball and rally in the clutch runs. The pitching staff has never been considered weak as they have continually produced fine performances. Ray Blessing and Forrest Dover have only two losses between them in 12 appearances. They are considered the best mounders in the league.

Nick Perillo, Don Cooke and Tom Digan have been cracking the bat at a three piece pace as of late. Bobby Robertson, considered the best all-around player in the league, has been having his troubles with the plate but always shows up when the big play is to be made. Robertson is due for a hitting surge and it is slowly materializing each trip to the plate.

When the Panthers do explode, the conference standings will slowly tumble and may turn up a surprise team leading the pack.

To be defeated by one opponent in a season series three straight times is not desirable. But, on the other hand, to come back the following year and defeat that same person in two meetings is the mark of a champion.

Ken Machlin learned the hard way but can now take the sweetness of victory and success as he is the only undefeated tennis player in the conference. He boasts an unmatchted 11-2 record in conference play and is 7-2 overall.

Machlin defeated Pfeiffer's Rick Knap twice this season, 6-2, 6-1. Knapp is the defending conference and district champ. He owned Machlin three straight matches last season.

Machlin comes to HPC from Silver Springs, Maryland, where he attended Wheaton High School. There he compiled a 29-6 record, although this year's netters are winners in nine matches, Machlin enjoys drawing the opponents best player. Machlin has improved his game by competing against such competition as Wake Forest and Furhude. He carried proudy of the HPC-No. 1 player, Mike Rubenstein, "I enjoy playing against the tougher teams and players," said Machlin.

Machlin has a 34-10 record in his three years here. He was the No. 2 man in the conference championship tourney his freshman year and was a semifinalist in both the conference and district tournament last season. Commenting about Knap's play, Ken seems confident, "If I get past him I stand a good chance of the conference championship." But, Machlin takes tennis seriously. He practices daily with his team and alone on his own. Three days a week Ken is on the court braving up on his strokes at 7 a.m. "Dr. Morris, tennis coach, and I play together these three mornings," he said.

With the conference tourney only a few weeks away, Machlin hopes to be top seeded. If he is victorious in the conference meet and then goes on to win the district title, Ken will get to travel to Kansas City where he would compete in post season play. "I'm really looking forward to that trip."
Winners And Editors
Vol. 40, No. 26

senior English major, were named winners of the Apogee awards in poetry and short story, respectively.

Laurel," received top rating. Cathy Poindexter's short story, "Hue of Autumn," was considered because of the literary instincts of more students next year. Soon we will begin hunting down people to work on the various Apogee committee. We already have several girls in mind that we would like to have working in the office with us.

Chappell And Hoke Chosen Apogee Heads
Mike Hoke and Richard Chappell were named to the editorial board of the Apogee for the coming year by Miss Kaye Benfield and Dr. C. E. Mounts. Chappell and Hoke are both junior day students majoring in English.

that the superfluous quality of this year's edition plus perhaps another group of monetary awards will arouse the literary instincts of more students next year. Soon we will begin hunting down people to work on the various Apogee committees. We already have several girls in mind that we would like to have working in the office with us.

Dr. Sam Underwood
Dr. Underwood To Read Honor Papers, June
Dr. Samuel J. Underwood will travel to Roeder College June 9-14 to read English Honor Papers for the Advanced Placement Office of the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J. The honors program has been in the developing stage for several years and is now national in scope.

When asked about the idea of the story, she said, "My idea for the story stemmed from recollections of stories my grandfather once told me."

"It has a certain amount of appeal," said Miss Poindexter.

Music Programs Begin With Mrs. Redding

Beginning May 5 with a faculty recital by Mrs. Frances Redding, the music department will present a variety of programs, most of which are open to the entire student body.

Mrs. Redding's recital will include selections by Bach, Schuman, Puccini, Quiller, Dube and Barber.

Mrs. Redding will be assisted by Mrs. Pat May, piano; John Meacham, flute; and Arthur Runkins, cello.

The following day the choir will travel to Greensboro to appear with the University Chorale of UNC-G and the N.C. Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Dr. Benjamin Swalm. They will present the Haydn "Lord Nelson Mass."

That evening students of the music department will appear in concert with the High Point Symphony Orchestra to present a "pops concert" at Northeast Junior High School.

Students of Mrs. Redding will be presented in a studio recital May 5 at 3:30 in the afternoon.

That evening Linda Morgan, a senior music education major, will present her senior recital in Memorial Auditorium.

Mrs. Morgan, a soprano, will be assisted by Wini Brindley, also a senior, for the program.

Another recital May 13 will feature compositions written by students of Dr. Lewis' music theory class. The students will present their own composition or direct the presentation of the work. Graduation activities will feature the choir as it participates in both the bicentennial service and the graduation exercises.

Brass ensemble music will be presented by band members prior to the beginning of the ceremonies. Organ music for both the processional and the recessional will be furnished by Miss Ernestine Fields.

High Point College, High Point, N.C. Friday, May 5, 1967

Ecumenical Move To Be Discussed

Tonight at 6:30 the barbecue will be the scene for a coffee house and entertainment-discussion session focused on the merits of a single ecumenical Christian group, possibility for next year.

An invitation has been extended to all those interested in coming on the present situation of the denominational groups, with suggestions for improvement. It is believed that an ecumenical movement would be more conducive to those interested in liberal arts education.
Editorials

Thank You

The Tower Players of High Point College are to be congratulated for their fine production of "Little Mary Sunshine." This has been an exceptional year for the Tower Players with "J.B.," which brought in a record-breaking audience, being the first play of the year.

Few people realize how much time and effort are spent to present a good play. "Little Mary Sunshine" was in rehearsal the first week of March and construction of the set was begun in February. Three months out of a semester are spent preparing for two nights of our enjoyment. Thank you, Tower Players.

D.E.G

'Shall Return'

High Point College was struck by a wave of adverse criticism from within its ranks about three weeks ago. Eight professors were pulling out for reasons of friction with superiors, more pay elsewhere, and in quest of higher degrees.

The picture looked bleak until one professor made the statement that he was leaving to study for his doctorate and planned to return to High Point College.

This is a sign that everything isn't wrong here as some would have us believe. In fact, we evidently, have some assets at least enough to entice a professor to return after attaining a higher degree.

D.E.G

Competition Ends

With this issue, the competition for editorship of The Hi-Po comes to an end. We would like to thank all of the people who helped us on this issue. It hasn't been easy to step into the editor's position and successfully put out a paper, but by a little luck and a loss of sleep we got it out.

Whatever the outcome, the experience has been challenging and satisfying.

So, we hopefully await the decision of the judges Monday night.

D.E.G.

Editor's Mail

Dear Sir:

It seems to be the thing these days for the students here to complain about the lack of opportunity to exert their maturity as adult college students. Perhaps the complaints are justified for some, but there are a great many things that cause me to question the maturity of many of our students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students. I work in several places on campus and am able to observe a great majority of the students.

It is appalling as well as en-

magic-marked on the sheets returned to the linemen service on Thursday evenings. Another interesting item to observe is the mutilated silverware that comes through the cafeteria window at the end of each meal. Comical, yet disgusting, are the many variations of methods of fishing extra items from the racks of saucis and deserts that are tested at each meal. The excuse for this is "Pay for it." Most students just don't realize that the money they pay for food, which equals 33 1/3 cents per meal per student, must be used not only for the regular meals and the special banquets (including those corsages and boutonnieres, serious) but also to replace the damaged facilities.

(Continued Page 3)
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Points Of Fact

To Kill A Squab

BY ROGER STUART

Oh, monstrous men of evil doing Who rob the nests while mothers cooing Nearby could only move apace. And see the children of the race, Each lifted from its nesting place

Take from the ledges high To, rather soon, from hunger die, And with them go the chicks beneath Who, within their eggs are here, And left to live with none to mourn When, cast upon the ground below, Where, from above, the men did throw To smite each life before it starts, To burst the piping infant hearts— The men then leave... they've done their parts.

BY JIM COSTON

Ignorance is a deadly and violent poison. It can permeate a society so strongly that its destruction will annihilate all forces of progress and good. Such is the problem on the campus of High Point College. Statements made without factual backing are a perversion of the sacred American tradition of freedom of speech, and a violation of the honor of truth.

Gossip, hearsay, and unjustified opinion are a part of the poison spreading on this campus. They are creating a retrogressive spirit which stops all constructive work and effort.

These forces of ignorance work against every member of the student body. The gossip of one person injures the godfiey every student at High Point College. When unjustified and ignorant criticisms of a faculty member occur, it affects the education of each student.

When statements lacking actual fact spread concerning decisions of the administration, the gap of progress widens into an abyss. When campus leadership is determined by friendship, the progress of this college is pushed backwards into decadence.

What is needed to overcome such an overwhelming venom? The primary effort must come from each individual on the High Point College campus. Such cooperation, along with aid from the student newspaper, student government leadership, administrative endeavor, and belief in the ideals and goals of High Point College, will at least begin to close the long walk back to progress.
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By DR. C. E. MOUNTS

Two of the largest audiences ever to attend a student produ-

duction at High Point College turned out April 28 and 29 to

enjoy the Tower Players' pro-

duction of 'Little Mary Sunshine'.

The result was twoprecedented

shattering standing ovations, and

everyone went home happy.

From the
time the
curtain
opened on

Donald 

Draper's

rightfully
designed and

colored set, there

could be little
doubt that a

rollicking performance was on

The.

One has learned to expect capa-

ble direction from Dr. J. Draper, and Frances Raddis's splendid

musical direction virtually guaran-

ted excellence in that depart-

ment, but what one was prepared

for was the clever choreo-

graphy supplied by Steve

Petrie.

The Forest Rangers and the

Young Ladies from Eastchester

Finishing School, with their

tall costumes and youthful

exuberance, almost at times

took the show from the princip-

als.

Almost but not quite, for one

can hardly imagine a handsome

'Big Jim' Warrington than Rik

Duburg, and the tall, slender,

blonde loveliness of Little Mary

as portrayed by Nancy Taylor

quite outshine the latter's pre-

vious mercur in 'The Fantau-

ricks.'

Bob Dale made an appealing Cor-

poral Bill Jester, Linda Morgan's

lovely voice was well utilized in

her role as an opera singer with

romantic memories.

Ralph Bure said an astounding

transition from the fatherliness

of Mr. Zuss (remember 'J.B'?)

to work off demerits; opening of

the Student Center on Sunday;

the discussion.

Topics considered were a merit

system to allow students a chance

to work off demerits; opening of

the Student Center on Sunday;

the discussion.

One area of main concern was

the problem of student apathy

toward campus functions. The 30

persons present used the number

of students present at the forum

toward campus functions. The 30

persons present used the number

of students present at the forum

of animal, bark when they are

The.

We are certainly committed

now, and we must continue in this

war effort, Senator Fulbright

exerts his right to question our

efforts and there are few who

could consider him a traitor.

We must no grope blindly and

accept all that is in place before us.

However, our criticism must be

constructive and not of the destruc-

tive type that is flowing from Dr. King.

Idealism is no protection for

little rascals.

We certainly cannot pull stunts now,

without, and admit defeat like

the French did in 1914. Their

action accomplished little in the

way of a peaceful and just settle-

ment which will, with agony, have

recognized.

Therefore, we must exhibit realism in our criticism of the

conflict. Our encouragement of the enemy should be toward the

peace tables and not toward a con-

tinuation of the war. How ironic that some of this clamor

for immediate peace may have
done much to prolong this strug-

gle.

Kenneth P. Johnson

Printed and inserted by the world.

Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all

world.

At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-

paper editors on our list of subscribers to The

Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all over the

world.

There is a good reason why these "pros" read the Monitor: The Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper to report local
tories, the Monitor focuses exclusively on world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers

most significant and reports it, interprets it, analyzes it — in depth. It takes you further into the

news than any local paper can.

If this is the kind of paper you would like to read, we will send it to you right away at

half the regular price of $24.00 a year.

Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-

editors read the Monitor — and why they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.
The Panther baseballers may be looking to the annual conference tournament but they will have their hands full as they host two top-notch baseball powers this weekend.

Tonight's action will pit the HPC-nine against Pembroke College in a non-league contest. Game time is set for 5:30 at the Finch Field turf.

Pembroke continually produces outstanding teams and has been ranked as high as third place in a national small college poll this season. In the past Pembroke has been noted for its ragged hitting, but now boasts a strong pitching staff and proves threats to all competition.

There will be two remaining night battles this season at Finch Field: tonight's game and a make-up tilt w'th Lenior Rhyne registered for May 8.

Saturday's important game sees the Panthers back in conference play against Guilford College on the HPC diamond.

Guilford is currently holding down No. 1 spot in the Carolina Conference standings. The Panthers trail the Quakers by a half-game margin.

When your son is experiencing his first year in college, rates good marks in his first semester courses, writes home regularly, makes the starting line-up on the college baseball team and ex-


Parents Witness Perlozzo's Heroes

By LARRY WALL

When your son is experiencing his first year in college, rates good marks in his first semester courses, writes home regularly, makes the starting line-up on the college baseball team and ex-
emplifies fine gentlemanly char-
aracter, you, as parent, have every right in the world to be proud of your son.

They were thrilled to be able to see Nick perform in a college baseball game and what a show he put on for the home folks. He belted a 275 foot home run with a man on base to account for all runs scored by the Panthers as they defeated Western Carolina, 2-0. This was the first game of a doubleheader.

When your son hits a home run, that is about all you would expect for a fine performance. But wait, this is only the beginning.

In the second game, the young Panther shagger again drew smiles and a feeling of excitement from his parents as he stroked three more hits in four appearances at the plate in the second game.

The senior Perlozzos' must think their son is a star. How certain can they be? Nick's statistics thus far this season speak for themselves. In 106 trips to the plate he has 19 hits, including three triples, two home runs and 20 RBIs.

He is the Panthers' leading hitter, boasting a .367 batting average. Not bad for a freshman, huh -1

Nick Perlozzo at bat.

Perlozzo's parents and two brothers drove 335 miles to visit their son and the HPC campus last weekend. They knew their son's qualifications and the pro-
gress he has made this year as mentioned in the first paragraph.

Earlier last week in a game with Elon, Perlozzo had a slam, a round tripper, giving him two for the week. Quite an ac-
nouncement for a young man who has three more seasons of baseball and possibly a Major League contract offer.

At any rate, Perlozzo is on his way. I'm sure his parents will be making the long trip many more times before their son hangs up his big bat and glove. That's - 30 - Sports Fans!

Richard J. Vaughn

Greg Holmes Inks Basketball Grant; Tatgenhorst Back

The Panthers face Pembroke and Guilford this week. Pembroke and Guilford are both nationally ranked as high as third place in a national small college poll this season.

This year's Vacation Earnings Program offers College Students above average earnings and chances for Sch-Athletics, trips, prizes and awards:

Eight days all expense paid trip to Hawaii - Three $500.00 Cash Scholarships

Students accepted for summer will have an opportunity to work in locations of their choice.

Charlotte, N.C.
Charleston, S.C.
Durham, N.C.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
All who would be interested fill in the next few lines and mail promptly in order to receive first consideration.

Mr. Marshall S. Rosenfeld
District Manager
Suite 817
5 S. Tryon Building
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202

NAME
School Address
Home Address
Date you could begin
Date Available for interview
Area you prefer to work

*Note - interviews will take place at one of the above offices and should be made as close as possible to date you can begin.
**NEW REMUNERATION BILL PASSES EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

(See EDITORIAL Page 2)

The Faculty Executive Committee
gave unanimous acceptance
Wednesday to a remuneration bill
which would provide salaries for
editors and business managers of
The Hi-Po and Zenith.

The committee approved a 300
yearly salary for the two posi-
tions for each publication.
The money is to be appropriated
from the operating budgets of each
publication.

A special sub-committee, com-
posed of Dean F. L. Edwards,
Mrr. Shirley Hawley, and
Thomas Scott with special con-
sultants Earl G. Dubay and
Susan Song, researched the proposal
and authored the bill.

The decision culminated 2 years
of planning in an attempt to
strengthen publications through
remuneration.

The proposal last year, which
called for a commission for the
advertising staff, was killed in
committee.

The current bill, as it stands, is
optional. The heads of each
publication can decide if such
remuneration is in the best
interest of the organization.

Dr. Patton stated, "up to the
publications themselves to fit it into their
budgets," stated Dr. Wendell
Patton.

Unique with this bill is the
combining of the offices of busi-
ness manager and advertising
manager into one salaried po-
sition.

Each person eligible for re-
numeration must sign a con-
tract stipulating reception of $10 per semester upon fulfill-
ment of duties specifically sta-
ted in the contract.

The major duty of business
manager will be that of main-
taining the prescribed volume
of advertising as established by
editor and advisor, and keeping
regular business records.

The editor of The Hi-Po will be
responsible for overseeing the
publication of a minimum of no less than 27 issues.

Salaries are to be paid on a
semester basis and may be with-
drawn if the recipients fail to up-
hold the terms of the contract.

Dr. Patton stated that the bill
would work for those three pub-
lications because they are the
only two organizations on cam-

pas that receive outside income.

Worships and scholarships
were discussed as means of re-
numeration, however, they were
discarded. Scholarships have been
stated, "it is up to the publications not to work effectively," stated Dr.
Patton.

The Zenith expressed disat-
terest in the proposal, saying that the business manager's job
would not be worth the salary,
because the entire staff works
selling ads and it is not a con-

Jim Allison, vice president of
the SGA, has announced mem-
ber of the 1967 Orientation
Committees follows:

Ron Lawentzel, Sharon Bar-
shcraper, Kay Jackson, Mark
Doughten, Rik Darberg, Bob
Montgomery, Bobbe Taylor,
Charlie Kurkjian, Nancy Taylor,
Robin Woodrums, Janet Daniel,
Jim Cuson, Jim Scott, and Willie
Shaw.

Also Brian Bittler, Steve Ben-
son, Pull Keeler, Jeff Over-
head Named
For Zenith

Miss Lynn Simone, 1968 editor
of the Zenith, announced this
week the appointments of the
associate editor and business
manager positions of the 1968
staff.

Doris Whitt, a sophomore re-
ligion major from Stonero, N.C.,
was named associate editor. She
served on the staff this year as
Greek editor.

Jon Fassniker, a senior history
major from Ridgewood, N.J., was
named business manager. He
served on this year's staff as a
member of the layout staff.

Dave Gilbert Emerges
As New Hi-Po Editor

Clipping to the helm of The Hi-Po for next year
will be David E. Gilbert, a rising senior from
Winston-Salem. Elected editor-in-chief by the
retiring editor, Jim Sloan, advertising manager,
David Dorsey, and advisor, Ira L. Baker, Gilbert
was our firsthetion with Willie Shaw and Charles
Martin.

Sunday night's decision culminated three weeks
of competition involving publishing and personal
interviews.

Gilbert, an English major, has served as news
editor of The Hi-Po and on the reading committee of
the Apogee.

Assuming the combined position of advertising-
manager in John Reaves, a rising senior from
Winston-Salem, Reaves was selected in the
same manner as Gilbert.

Reaves, a physical education major transfer stu-
dent from Mitchell College, is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity. He also plays on the tennis
Gilbert, on being informed of his selection, said,
"responsibility has a sobering effect and I want to
approach the editorship with more than a mere
student attitude."

On plans for next year, Gilbert stated that he
wanted to review the criticisms from Columbia and
Associated Collegiate Press in order to remedy
the weaknesses that were revealed.

Dave Gilbert . . . reviews criticism.
In recent weeks there has been much discussion among students about disciplinary problems. Vocal dissatisfaction with judicial rulings has been echoed again, plus much adverse commentary and discussion emanating from Student Personnel Committee handlings of student cases. Indeed, looking back, the whole year has been fraught with disappointment.

The entire problem transcends petty bickering and gropings among appellate courts. It has become quite apparent that disciplinary rules must be clarified and generally revised to facilitate adherence and decision making. Legislature Tuesday night passed five amendments which will strengthen judicial power. After close observation of student discipline and its effectiveness this year, it is apparent that the present system needs changes. We suggest that the Judiciary Council remain independent, and that its decisions be regarded as final.

The Student Personnel Committee has lost its original identity and is now assuming the role of appellate court. We now have two disciplinary bodies that are not complementing each other, but are in reality weakening the Judiciary Council's power. The original design of the Student Personnel Committee was to review student life and make recommendations for its improvement. It has now lost that identity, and is actually a court of appeals. The overall result of its existence has not been favorable. In light of this year's activities it might be well to abolish this Committee or at least change its image.

Being optional, the bill is quite versatile in that it leaves the real form of remuneration with proper safeguards. Consequently, it was imperative that new incentive be provided in the form of remuneration bill. Indeed, looking back, the whole year has been fraught with disaster and difficulty. The Student Personnel Committee has lost its original identity and is now assuming the role of appellate court. We now have two disciplinary bodies that are not complementing each other, but are in reality weakening the Judiciary Council's power. The original design of the Student Personnel Committee was to review student life and make recommendations for its improvement. It has now lost that identity, and is actually a court of appeals. The overall result of its existence has not been favorable. In light of this year's activities it might be well to abolish this Committee or at least change its image to a higher court above the Judiciary Council.

Ultimately, LPC might do well to reconsider its role as a disciplinary agent. Obviously rules are needed to enable a school to function; however, how far does responsibility go? Should a small college attempt to mold the ethics of its students, or merely maintain an atmosphere of tone-deaf ignorance in order to avoid burdensome responsibilities?

We feel the college should relax its role as disciplinarian and concentrate on expanding its educational opportunities.

**Suggested Changes**

Campus publications received a shot in the arm Wednesday with the Faculty Executive Committee unanimously approving the renumeration bill.

Special thanks should be given to each individual member of the publications Committee and all others who supported the proposal. Being optional, the bill is quite versatile in that it leaves the real decision for its employment within each organization.

The newspaper has increased its work load immeasurably this year; special thanks should be given to each individual member of the publications Committee and all others who supported the proposal.

**College Discipline**

**Legislature**

Student Legislature has, at long last, shown some signs of coming out of its state of hibernation. At this year's final meeting Tuesday Legislature took some very important steps in returning to the ancient Penal Code.

The Judiciary Council had recognized some of the major weaknesses of the Code and had proposed the amendments to the body.

In order to sidestep such rules that all bills must be tabled for study before a vote, the Legislature suspended its rules of procedure. This way the changes could be enacted at the final session of the year.

Yet, the signs looked as if the recent elections had done some good. One change eliminated the ancient punishment of two weeks' suspension for conviction of possession of alcoholic beverages. They also passed what was a hesitancy, the Council's proposal that the prescribed punishment of two weeks' suspension for stealing was too light. The revised version gave suspension for a semester to those convicted of such.

The bill indeed appeared as if the old Legislature that was not strong enough to expel absent members had acquired some backbone. But it soon became evident that only a few faces were different with the new Legislature.

The Council had proposed the addition of a section pertaining to perjury before the Council, it was recommended by the Council that violators be suspended from classes for one semester. Yet this part was nixed. Several members thought punishment to be too severe.

The major argument of opponents was centered around the Selective Service system. It was stated that a man who had been suspended faced too grave a situation to warrant such strict punishment.

Legislature ignored the recommendations of persons who had worked with a Code which has nothing to prevent lying under oath. When the vote was counted it was 10-4 in favor of amending the bill to lessen the sentence of such violators.

It is amazing how these same students can constantly claim for a greater voice and responsibility in the conduct of its college's affairs which are seemingly conjuring a person's deliberately lying after taking an oath.

Why should "responsible" students desire to keep such members within the student body? Legislature appeared to be turning over a new leaf, but ended up like the person walking on ice -- taking one step forward and two steps backward.

**To The Graduates**

Congratulations are in order to the 153 members of the class of 1967 who graduate this month. Most of them are outwardly voicing their belief at having somehow managed to accumulate the requirements for college attempt to mold the ethics of its students, or merely maintain an atmosphere of tone-deaf ignorance in order to avoid burdensome responsibilities.

Let us say to you graduating seniors, may your success in the years that lie ahead bring credit to yourselves and your school.

-- David Dorscy, Advisor

**Bogieman Dissipated**

At the behest of Robert Marks and bowing to the wish of every freshman composition professor in existence, I shall endeavor to dedicate this column, my last, to a subject which I know every-thing about — nothing.

However, that which is wisest is always most practical in the interest of journalistic reputation. I found it most wise to at least try to fulfill our students' expectations of something.

MORPHEUS, I countered, "you haven't really seen the Bogieman yet."

He replied, "I've gone to get some "spills" for her- self and some vitamins for Mor- phew" we carried on of our soul-searching conversations.

"What is going to get them? I'm afraid that they're just not the kind who don't have anything else to be afraid of and need something to fulfill their paranoid papa- drone."

"Morphew," I countered, "you mean you don't believe in the Bogieman of Roberts Hall? Why, that's like not believing in Santa Claus or Hugh Hefner! Every- one believes in the Bogieman!"

"I hate to be a disposer of youth," said Morpew, "but there just ain't no basis in fact to that old Bogieman tale."

"With that, Morpew wrapped his tail around his neck, closed his sleepy eyes and fell into a chamber which is destitute and devoid of an infinity. Being thusly shunted, I descended the staircase and decided that Morpew had said nut."

Friday, May 12, 1967
Ve look on Ho Chi Minh as a
world leader. The Americans, who
were created to fight for the
right of people to choose their
leaders, can go to the government to be
assigned a job, depending on
their proficiency."

Touring foreign officers draw attention around the Student Center.

Lt. Dat from Saigon talks with Hi-PO reporter Dave Gi Inert.

(Continued From Page 1)

It Wasn't A Coup

By DAVE GILBERT

Major Togoussidis of Greece
reads The Hi-PO.

Major Togoussidis of Greece
reads The Hi-PO.

By JULIE DRAKE

Weejeans Won't Worn the Close

At the close of the year seniors
are, shall we say, going out into
the world, it should be well remembered
that thing: and even people are not
what they seem. One must realize
that people are not what they
do, say, or even believe. They
simply are. It takes great in-
sight to accept the people you
will meet for what they really are,
and not perhaps for the fraternidad or
social circle which they may have at times hidden
behind, the clothes which they can
afford, or even the reputation
they will hopefully leave behind.

Again the freedom and respon-
sibility of a fresh start is upon
you. Don't make the mistake
of assuming the proverbial peace
corps representative, who, upon being
presented to the chief of a tribe in
the darkest jungles of Africa,
asked these three questions:
Where can I get a new pair of
Weejuns? Who is the fairest of them all?
Are there any PIKA's in the
natives were fine. The
American was restless. Now,
"biff said.

Invest In Status!!!

For Sale

Plush Red

Wall-to-Wall Carpet

For Information See

Bill Mclnnis or Jim Sloan

Toursing foreign officers drew attention around the Student Center.

Major Togoussidis of Greece
reads The Hi-PO.

American life, customs, and gov-
ernment."

In the group were 15 male of-
cadets from South Viet Nam and
one WAC, Capt. Ve, also from
South Viet Nam. Capt. Ve had been
four miles from the DMZ zone and later
moved to Saigon.

When the war was going, she said, "It is hard to say how it is going. You have
to look at each of the battles to really get an idea."

Weejeans Won't Wear the Close

By JULIE DRAKE

This column is dedicated to
Sororities—the first-professor to
drink himself to death. It is also
dedicated to the four years of
college, from the College Boards
to the college bonds, and to the
Future.

I have been pleased lately seeing
the opportunity to pass in this
tid-bit gleaned from the Stanley
section of a long departed issue of
Time Magazine. It seems that
once upon a while an Ivy League
prep school's headmaster passed
the opportunity to pass on this
tid-bit gleaned from the obituary
column. Once upon a while an Ivy
League prep school's Headmaster passed
the opportunity to pass on this
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Do Spring Sports Reap Rewards?

HPC's Athletic Department has definitely shown signs of improvement through this current school year. Plans are slowly materializing for the installment of a new rubberized gym floor, members of the basketball team received new dress outfits and also one of the finest looking playing uniforms to be found, they took numerous road trips and lodged in the very best motels and were treated to many post-season banquets.

GO FIRST CLASS

It is also evident that the basketballers are a first class unit, but we do not know that there are other sports on this campus yet, we do have a spring sports program. Do you ever hear of these sports getting anything? The answer is no.

Although the basketball team is noted for its winning season, the spring sports are not far behind. For example, the baseball team has compiled outstanding records in the last three years, the track team is defending conference and district champions, the golfers are gaining experience and the tennis players are enjoying the competition.

The basketball schedule consists of 26 games, the baseball squad schedules 34 games, the trackmen appear in 14 meets, the golf team completes in 13 lifts and the setters have 14 matches, if you gauge the statistics from this angle you can quickly see what the spring sports schedule is full. Also interesting to note is that the baseball, basketball, and track programs are more competition than the coursework.

SIGNS OF NEGLECT SHOW

What do these facts prove? It is very simple. The spring sports program is being neglected.

TAKES EFFORT

People fail to realize the effort and strain that is exerted while participating in any sport. Therefore it is necessary that they not only eat a couple good meals daily but it is almost mandatory that they stomach three basic meals each day. The pressures and lots of energy demand this.

This is a problem that needs to be taken care of and immediately so. It is not only to be taken care of. It is more than that, the athletic department or whoever provides the expenses must offer a little more; therefore, they should be rewarded in some other way. The football team gets money after the game in order to get a meal if arrangements are not made to eat the typical post-game meal. The baseball team gets nothing.

After a hard fought contest, it is up to the individual player to get out and spend money on his meal, if he eats. This is not ethical.

NEED MONEY

Completely unaware of the fact, the trackmen set two school records. These two events as he set two track records scheduled May 13 on the annual Carolinas Conference meet.

Field Events also were recognized in the books. Smith vaults 11 ft. 3 in., new school record. The triple jump record was lengthened by Charlie Hock to 42 ft. 6 in. Rocky Maryland, former HPC baseball player, turned his thoughts to track this year and now finds his name in the records after throwing the javelin 197 ft. 8 in., as all-time high record.

The double elimination tournament will cut the number of teams to two tomorrow night. HPC opened the tournament against Guilford last night at 6 p.m. and Moflter tangled with Leren Rheine in the second game.

The annual Carolinas Conference baseball tournament swings into its second season this afternoon on the Finch Field diamond in Thomasville as the top four regular season finishers battle for the coveted championship title.

Moflter, 14-6, is the regular season champ followed by HPC, 13-4, and Guilford, 14-4. Lenor Rheine is the fourth qualifier with a 10-5 conference mark.

The field events also were recognized in the books. Smith vaults 11 ft. 3 in., new school record.

The triple jump record was lengthened by Charlie Hock to 42 ft. 6 in. Mary Kirkland, former HPC baseball player, turned his thoughts to track this year and now finds his name in the record after throwing the javelin 197 ft. 8 in., as all-time high record.

Trackmen Set New School Records

The old record for the 220 was 22.0 seconds and the previous mark for the 440-yard dash was 50.2.

Against Washington and Lee University, Blanchard streaked through the tape in 21.7 sec., in the 220 run. He blazed the path of the 440-yard dash Friday, May 12, 1967 at 21.7 seconds.

The old record for the 220 was 22.0 seconds and the previous mark for the 440-yard dash was 50.2.

The triple jump record was lengthened by Charlie Hock to 42 ft. 6 in. Mary Kirkland, former HPC baseball player, turned his thoughts to track this year and now finds his name in the record after throwing the javelin 197 ft. 8 in., as all-time high record.

Panthers 'Red Hot' For Tourney

- CONFERENCE FINALS AT FINCH FIELD -

Friday, May 12, 1967

The Panthers "Red Hot" for tomorrow night's conference tournament final against Guilford at 6 p.m. in the Finch Field diamond. The Panthers lost the regular season game against Guilford last night at 6 p.m.

The Panthers "Red Hot" for tomorrow night's conference tournament final against Guilford at 6 p.m. in the Finch Field diamond. The Panthers lost the regular season game against Guilford last night at 6 p.m.

If you pull your own teeth... 
... operate your own appendix ... style your clothes
Then by all means plan your own trip.

If, however, you rely on professional services, call us for your travel arrangements.

All airline tickets
steamship tickets
trains and tours
Tailored itineraries
No Service Charge

OPEN DAILY 9:00-5:00 - SATURDAY 9:00-12:00

Telephone 885-2087

George Shipp Travel

AGENCY, INC.
210 North Main Street

Trip with Shipp!